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An

Editorial

Note

The Editorial Board for the 1964 edition of STUDIES
AND RESEARCH wish to express our appreciation to the members of the faculty who have offered studies to the issue, especially
for the thought and care these authors have given to their work.
The reading of the articles has been a pleasure instead of a chore
and thus a recompense for whatever labors we have contributed.
By necessity, the diversity of subject matter and the customary differences in documentary procedures among the various
departments seem to give the booklet an appearance of gross
irregularity. We admit this without shame. We know, for
instance, how difficult it is for older students of literary research
to eschew the ibid.'s and op. cit.'s of an earlier style to conform
to simplifications suggested by the Modern Language Association. So we would not deprive the biologist of his brief reference in textual parentheses, nor the chemist of his traditional
ibid. And whoso wished to append a brief bibliography and
thereby contribute further to a suspension of our "foolish consistency," we waved him merrily on. Eor our historian, who
chased with such success his fugitive sources, we have a fine
admiration.
As members of the Editorial Board, we also wish to express
to the Administration, particularly to President Miller and Dean
Warren, our thanks for continued interest and support. We feel,
with them, that notable research can complement good teaching.
Jay L. Curtis, Editor
Mary C. Brill, Associate Editor
Baxter D. Wilson, Associate Editor
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SANCTUM
A brazed steel sculpture by Kenneth Beer of the Madison College art department, 1962.
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ART:
The creative process
SANCTUM:
EMERGENCE OF A FORM
Kenneth Beer

Sculpture belongs to a special realm of creation. It is reserved
for a kind of lover who lavishes emotional attention upon an
object to bring it to life. The affair is an intimate one, bound up
tightly in the artist s psyche and is therefore one that can never be
thoroughly described nor completely understood through verbal
description. Yet, in this short essay I should like to describe
some of the circumstances involved in bringing a sculpture to
life, a form entitled "Sanctum."
The following informal record of events does not pretend
to be a scientific evaluation of creativeness. There is no adequate
yardstick to measure such qualities. It is my purpose to describe
the process of one work, certain aspects of thought involved in
its making, and points of decision. No reference is made to
outside influences which may have bearing on the creation of
this sculpture, since these influences are too subtle to trace, although they must certainly exist. Accepting the fact that creativeness is probably something which defies definition, it may still
be possible to come close to its roots through scrutiny of individual creative processes. My assumption is that the sculpture
under discussion came into being by a process, for the most part,
unique.
The sculptor's search for significant form might begin
anywhere but certainly not in the same place twice. By this is
implied the avoidance of formula. It is my opinion that too

8
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many artists work by a formula in sculpture, which is popularly
and sometimes uncritically accepted as "style." And perhaps
too many artists seek "style" rather than truth, in their overeagerness for recognition. But this is beside the point.
A prophetic eye, one that can fabricate in the mist, one that
can visualize beyond appearances is a necessary attribute of the
artist. This kind of eye can see a rusting hot-water tank, half
buried in the muck of civilization's tide, as a symmetrical cylinder
of life-sized proportions, closed at the ends with gradually convexed surfaces, interrupted at the bottom with a spigot pipe, and
covered with a tapestry of rust and erosion. It is an unprejudiced
eye. To more prejudiced sensibilities it is exactly what it seems,
a worn-cur and frightfully rusted hot-water tank, without a
ghost of a chance of ever heating water and therefore utterly
useless mechanically. It is useless to the sculptor as well, but
as a form conception it may be quire valuable, even inspirational
to him.
This example bears on the beginning of "Sanctum." The
initial germination of the idea came from my encounter with a
metal box found while sifting through debris that had accumulated under an unexcavated part of a cellar. At this point I must
admit to possessing an insatiable curiosity which compels me
to search places of abandonment, such as old mines, quarries,
junkyards, and the like. The reasons for these motivations seem
to be well rooted in the subconscious. This curiosity was present
as a child and fortunately never left me. It is a motivating force
of positive consequence.
The metal box from the cellar was as useless as the rusted
hot-water tank, having outlived its practical design and become
separated from the rest of its mechanical body, whatever that
had been. One of its sides, which was hinged and kept closed
by a small handle, was somehow intriguing to me. Out of the
same compulsive curiosity which had brought me into the
clutter and cramped confines of the dirt cellar, I opened the box.
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It opened easily and revealed nothing more than had its exterior:
just black space. Nonetheless, that black space was the beginning
of a piece of sculpture.
The experience of discovery must certainly be dear to an
explorer. To me a discovery is significant if it leads to other
discoveries. The metal box with its inner black space was carried
back to the studio and thrown into a corner with other bits and
pieces of metallic discovery from other excursions. It was buffeted
about for about six months, while other sculpture was being
made. It was there and was being considered; however, no real
idea had come to me as to what should be accomplished with the
black, roughly cubic space encompassed by the metal box. Sometimes I would pick up the box and sit back for a time looking at
it. It was of an exasperatingly ordinary proportion. A cubic shape
is rather unexciting as a shape. Back it would go into the corner
again with the metallic unknowns. Still, that black space which
yielded no answers occupied an uneasy place in the back of my
mind.
One night after reconsidering the metal box again, I decided
to commit myself to it. Partly out of desperation perhaps, partly
because the time somehow had arrived, partly because the problem
had begun to worry and nag the mind, I was goaded to active
contest. Without a shred of a conscious idea of how to proceed,
I began with the obvious, the removal of the hinged side to
reveal the inner volume of the cube. It was then apparent that
some changes must take place on the other sides to make them
interesting and also to suggest a direction for the sculpture to
evolve toward. Some cup-like metal shapes were then welded
in what seemed appropriate positions on the other sides. After
considering the changed appearance of the box it seemed less
promising than before. It was all wrong. With disgust I tossed
it back into its now familiar corner.
Some weeks later I again confronted the problem. All form
problems require a different time schedule according to the par-

10
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ticular circumstances involved. Upon re-evaluation, the square
opening into the metal container, the "black space," was still
the most conspicuous element in evidence. Before visualizing
the results mentally, I began to open up the other sides with a
cutting torch. This did away with the cupped shapes which had
been previously welded to the solid sides. Space became a commanding factor in the design. The newly penetrated openings
began to suggest various spatial qualities. My enthusiasm took
an upward turn, and suddenly I had enough energy to work late
into the night.
During the next work session a supporting base form was
developed that pierced into the base of the box and lifted it a
calculated distance from the ground surface. This arrangement
provided a locus for the main body within the surrounding
environmental space. To establish this location meant the acceptance of a fixed mass in space that would determine, in part,
the choice of succeeding variables in the design. In the making
of a design it often seems necessary to accept certain control
points as unchanging. These control points, or decisions, prove
invaluable as unifying forces. They establish an underlying
referential structure to which all subordinate shapes owe a certain
allegiance.
Two dominant forms were now established, the upper cubic
shape and the lower three-sided asymmetrical pyramid which
served as a base. Both forms referred to geometry indirectly. They
had none of the measured precision one associates with geometric form, only the suggestion of these geometric configurations. Yet this shared characteristic was implicit enough to
strongly relate the two shapes. The next step was to concentrate
on making the upper cubic shape dominant through greater
elaboration.
The box was now just a linear definition of the formerly
solid shape. All six major planes of the cube were implied since
the edges of the box were still intact. The next important decision
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was to accept these existing linear definitions as the outer limits
of the design and to progress into the cubic space within. The
point of the thrusting base was visible on the interior of the cube.
It appeared to be an obvious and unacceptable visual relationship
between the two large shapes. A better solution was necessary.
A transition between these two shapes could be effected by the
kind of treatment found for the space remaining within the cube.
Planes originating at the edges of the box began to converge
toward the center. The formerly exposed point of the base became enclosed by these planes. It became apparent though that
the solidity of the converging planes was out of context with the
openness of the walls of the box itself, so these planes were also
cut through with the acetylene cutting torch. The three dim en sional nature of the inner parts of the sculpture became stronger
at this point. The newly cut openings allowed a greater flow of
space inside the box form which helped to relate one side to
another. The fluidity of space acted as a unifying factor. It also
created more latitude for later additions and refinements to these
inner spaces.
Up to this point the sculptural conception had developed
primarily upon the necessity of structural realities and the constructive manipulation of the given materials, in this case the
original sheet-steel box and additional pieces of steel sheet and
rod. With the establishment of the major masses and the roughing
in of an internal composition, intellectual considerations became
more prominent. My thoughts returned to the first intriguing
encounter with the metal box, its hinged doorway and the disconcerting emptiness of its interior. Many thoughts began to
emerge from my mental wandering as the work went on. The
idea of enclosure itself, protection of the precious or valuable,
enshrinement of the sacred, all of these ideas and many others
became a seed bed of concepts that was to influence the final
choice of interior shapes.

12
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In order to communicate some of this feeling on a less
obscure level, some kind of symbolism had to be originated. No
accepted or known symbols could be used because they would
destroy the uniqueness of the concept as well as relegate the
sculpture to a specific statement, one bound by a time and a
history all too obvious. It was desirable to find subordinate
shapes that would relate in a complementary way to the dominant
forms of the sculpture and that would also suggest the overall
idea of symbolism per se. It also seemed desirable that this suggestion of symbolism should be characterized by spiritual overtones. All of this if successful would create an atmosphere of
mystery of the private quality that the religious experience might
engender. This idea seemed in keeping with the personal experiences that I had already felt with regard to the sculpture. As a
logical outgrowth of the inner experience, it seemed right to
continue in this direction and attempt to embody ambiguous
symbols that would allude to sacred enclosures. It was at this
time that the title, ""Sanctum," occurred to me.
The sculpture still possessed a semblance of four sides, which
now had taken on somehow the look of miniature stages as in the
theatre. Upon these stages, which fortunately contained built-in
connotations of the ritualistic drama, could now be placed the
ambiguous symbols, which would owe their prime allegiance to
their strength as sculptural elements in sculptured space, xhe
romantic mysticism of the ritual idea, the sanctum sanctorum,
the enclosure of precious value, all these intellectual and emotional considerations were, depite their importance, secondary.
Each stage was given its symbolic enrichment, each treatment being quite different from the others. As one experienced
the sculpture there was surprise from stage to stage. The illustration pictures a stage with a stele-form framed in a darkened
space devoted to it. The stele leans to one side as do the timesettled great stones of Stonehenge. The next stage has an integral
plane encrusted with textural shapes offering a richness of elab-
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oration. Upon the third stage a new metal, copper, is used.
Small shapes in twisted and triangular orientations are disposed
on the original outer surface of the box in such a way that two
large, positive, triangular shapes are produced and one large triangular shape is left open to lead again to the devious inner confines of the box. As a relief and interruption of pattern the last
stage is left vacant. Just as the original metal container was found
to be empty, so too, the last stage is left empty. The implication
is metaphysical. It stands as a personal reminder of the void
from which came the birth of this sculpture. But more than this,
it attempts to allude to the qualities which are inexpressible. How
can the mystery of existence be visually illustrated? It cannot be.
The reverence of silence, the transcendentalism of pure space—
through the act of omission homage is paid to the great miracle
of existence.
Except for the copper shapes on one side, the total surface
areas were brought into textural and color harmony by a process
of brazing over the steel with a bronze alloy. The bronze was
melted by an oxyacetylene torch. The final base of the sculpture
is square, repeating the squareness of the main mass. The top
surface of the wooden base is covered with a smoothly polished
plate of brass, which reiterates color and material with a variance
of texture.
Allusions have already been made to the fact that intellectual
considerations were consciously kept to a secondary level of importance. The primary purpose of sculpture is not communication
on an intellectual plane. The language being used is sensuous.
It stimulates the emotional being. Therefore, the power of form
is an all-prevailing one for the sculptor; even though the allpowerful or perfect form can never be fully realized, it can be
approached. The approach is various, depending on the situation
and circumstances motivating the artist. It should remain various
if we are to succeed creatively. When form bigotry sets in, when

14
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only certain forms can be used for sculpture, as was the case in
past history when sculpture was predominantly of the human
body, then the sculptor's intentions and procedures shrink to
an unimaginative singlemindedness. Those who would accept
for today sculptural forms tired with the wrinkles of past history
are often content with the simulacra of beauty. The difficult form,
the form that exhausts the sculptor's ability and nearly defies his
creative insight, the one of unexpected and challenging relationships, the form with a sense of mystery, life, promise, or excitement, this is the sculpture which is new-born and vital.
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DRAMA:
Analysis through action
ON SUMMER AND SMOKE:
AN ANALYTIC TECHNIQUE

James O. Link

In Summer and Smoke, Tennessee Williams has created a dramatic metaphor laden with a melange of symbolism. The obvious
intent of the playwright is to present metaphorically the conflict
between spirit and flesh, illustrating the idea that man is "reaching
up to something beyond attainment ... the everlasting struggle
and aspiration for more than our human limits have placed within
our reach . . , ."1 Flesh in conflict with spirit as man reaches
toward an unattainable perfection is at first glance an imperfect
figure. The spirit (Alma) in conflict with flesh (John) is the vehicle
of the metaphor, and man reaching toward unattainable perfection
(Williams' theme) is the tenor of the metaphor. This intent is not
realized, for Williams has mixed symbolism and reality in such a
way as to give an illusion of anarchy to the construction of the
play. If the symbolism is examined separately, it is seen as trite,
forced, and at times misty; the reality, if examined alone, becomes
unbelievable because of a lack of dialogue revealing the motivations of the characters. We see what they do, but we are not sure
why they do it.
It is my purpose to examine Summer and Smoke in an attempt
to find an order in the apparent anarchy. To perform this task, I
make the basic assumption that Williams has conceived a half1
Tennessee Williams, Summer and Smoke (New York, 1950), p. 48. All quotations
from the play are cited from the acting version of the play released by Dramatists Play
Service.

written play2 which must be expanded by skillful stage direction.
If this assumption can be accepted, then the play can be analyzed
in the basic mode of the drama, dramatic action.* When this
action is related to the metaphor, the metaphor then may be
improved.
A synopsis of the results of the two professional productions
of Summer and Smoke will serve as a preface to the analysis. Margo
Jones, in the Broadway production in 1948, tried to objectify
Williams' metaphor, and the production failed. In 1951, Jose
Quintero, in The Circle in the Square production, approached
the play in a subjective manner, hiding from the audience the
flimsiness of construction, the obviousness of the symbolism, and
the unmotivated actions of the characters, by veiling the production in the "weird glow of phosphorescent fungus .... This may
not be healthy, classic art but at least it is art."4 John Gassner's
assumption of "art" in the Quintero production need not trouble
us here, but the fact that this play can be realized effectively in
theatrical terms deserves some attention. From the apparent
aesthetic chaos in the play, Quintero found an order which led to
an acceptable level of performance.
The question to be raised is, What is a method to define and
illustrate an aesthetic order for Summer and Smoke?"
To begin the analysis, I wish to illustrate and define the controlling element in the construction of the play and then proceed
to the rhythmic pattern of action which exploits this element.
The controlling element in the construaion of the play is
found in the relationship between the two major characters, Alma
and John. They are the only characters whom the playwright attempts to develop in any detail, and in them the action centers.
2
C{. George Jean Nathan, The Theatre Book of the Year, 1948-1949 (New York,
1949), PP- 114-121. Nathan, eminent theatre critic, expresses an opinion shared by
3
Francis Fergusson, The Idea of a Theatre (Garden City, New York, 1954), pp.
242-244.
The distinction between plot and action is described
4
John Gassner, The Theatre in Our Times (New York, 1954), p. 3o6.
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From this relationship then, can be constructed a statement which
describes the action and places the play in its simplest form: a
man and a woman, totally unlike in character, attempt to fall in
love, and fail. From this description of action can be derived the
controlling element in the construction of the play, a situation
between Alma and John of frustrated separation. This situation is
exploited in each scene, finally resulting in a tension so unbearable
that Alma must release it, the release effecting the result of the
action (Alma's sacrifice of herself, after her rejection by John, to a
supposed life of prostitution).
Proceeding from the controlling situation and the description of the dramatic action, I wish to examine the play in order to
find a unity which can project this situation, thereby balancing the
elements of Williams' dramatic metaphor.
If the fact is accepted that Williams has conceived a halfwritten play, then any search for an order or unity must delve
beneath the apparent anarchy of the written text.5
If this unity cannot be found in the text of the play itself,
then my assumption is that through a histrionic sensibility ^ the stage
director must find a unity in the sub-text7 or spine of the play. In
Summer and Smoke, Williams has obscured the sub-text with his
overuse of symbolism. In the crisis scene, for example, the
""anatomy lecture" by John and the "rebuttal" by Alma have
nothing to do with what is happening in the scene. Williams is
only illustrating his theme through the mouths of his characters.
The scene flounders and fails to progress until this interplay is
over. If the director desires to make this segment of the scene
meaningful, he must relate it to the sub-text of the play.

ti_ Jsrgusson,
Ibsen
s Ghosts. p. 162. The author describes the form of the underlying action in
Fergusson, pp. 250-255. Fergusson describes histrion/csensibility as the ability to
perceive
and discriminate dramatic actions.
7
To define the term "sub-text," I use the illustration of the performance of a
symphonic work: there is always a basic melody, but many times it is obscured and
nidden by the interpolations of the orchestration surrounding it.
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The sub-text in Williams' play is found in a rhythmic pattern
of action which unifies the situation of frustrated separation. The
action pattern revolves around Alma and John, and segments of
the pattern can be seen in each scene of the play. The pattern may
be defined as reach, almost touch, separate. These segments of the
total action pattern are seen each time Alma and John meet. The
two characters reach for each other, almost come together, and
then separate because of some happening which forces them apart.
At times the separation is caused by a physical happening outside
their relationship, as in scene one of part one, the second entrance
of Rosa Gonzales; at other times, the separation comes from within the unlike personalities of the two characters themselves as they
try to meet. Such an instance is found in scene seven of part one
in the exchange of dialogue between Alma and John after the kiss.
Alma's line illustrates the point; "There s no reason to forget
that I am a minister's daughter. A minister s daughter s no different from any other young lady who tries to remember that she
is a lady."8 In both instances the dialogue alone is not strong
enough to carry the moment and must be clarified by physical
action.
It must be understood, when I refer to Alma and John coming
together, that I am not referring to the scene-divisions of the play.
Alma and John meet in nearly every scene of the play, but the
total action pattern is observed only twice.
Scene one serves as a prelude to the larger portion or the play
and consequently shows the action pattern in its entirety. We are
introduced to the controlling situation on Alma s first entrance.9
The characters begin a slow process of reach which builds as the
scene progresses. The line of action is blocked on three different
instances: the introduction of Rosa Gonzales,10 the introduction
of Nellie Ewell,11 and the second entrance of Rosa Gonzales.12
8Williims, p. 45. Italics are in the original.
p. 7.
p. 13.
p. 14.
Wil!iams, p. 19-

9
Williams,
10
Williams,
11
Williams,
12
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Alma and John are both playing the reach segment of the pattern
but with different tempos: John's tempo is relaxed; Alma's is
varying, from normal to erratic. Before the second entrance of
Rosa Gonzales, the second segment of the pattern becomes
evident. The characters almost touch,13 but as Rosa enters, the
action changes to separate, the segment which John and Alma are
playing at the end of the scene. The result of the action is foreshadowed as Alma goes out leaning on the arm of the misfit,
Roger Doremus.
In the central section of the play, from scene two of part one
until scene five of part two, the total pattern is not observed in any
one scenic division. The characters are playing segments of the
pattern, sometimes together and sometimes in conflict or contrast. For example, Alma may be playing the reach segment, while
John is playing the separate segment. In all instances, however,
whether the characters are playing the same segment or a conflicting one, their tempos are never identical. This procedure
continues until the final separation for both.
The final separation for John comes in the crisis scene; the
final separation from Alma, in the climax scene. After the crisis
scene, John becomes an almost static character and simply reacts
to Alma's reaching. He has separated from her; and when she
realizes this, she also becomes separated, making the result of the
action clear.
In the foregoing paragraphs, I have raised three points which
need further clarification. To the three, I add a fourth. One, the
action pattern was described; two, there are only two instances
in which the complete action can be seen; three, both characters
are playing segments of the pattern, either together or in contrast; and four, the actors must at times play against the dialogue
to make the pattern clear and meaningful. I will examine two
scenes in an attempt to clarify the four points, the crisis scene, and
the climax scene.
13

Williams, p. 19.
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The crisis scene occurs in scene two of part two. John's
father has been shot after being called back by Alma. He had
returned to stop the wild party being "thrown" by his son. The
old doctor is dying, and John is waiting in the office. The tenseness of the situation of frustrated separation is obvious as Alma
enters the room. At this moment both characters are playing the
reach segment of the pattern, John in an intense, erratic tempo,
and Alma in a controlled, deliberate tempo. John's tempo increases as they come closer together, while Alma's tempo becomes
more deliberate. The moment of separation by John occurs in the
pause before the line: "I wouldn t have made love to you. 14
In the preceding dialogue beginning with "You—white-blooded
Spinster ..."16 both actors must play against the dialogue to
make the reach segment of the pattern clear.
The surface appearance of the play's text seems to call for a
wild attack upon Alma by John and a calm, deliberate rebuttal by
Alma. The sub-textual action pattern, however, refutes this
description. At this moment in the play, John is making a wild
and desperate last attempt to come together with Alma. John's
sub-textual dialogue might be described as, "Please, why can't you
change; why can't you feel the way I do?" The actor plays the
action of reach instead of attack. Alma, then, in quiet, deliberate
tempo, blocks John's reach by refuting what she thinks is an
attack. Underneath, she is using the same sub-textual dialogue as
John. Both are using different symbols (John, the anatomy, and
Alma, the soul) in an attempt to arrive on common ground.
In the climax scene (scene five, part two) the action pattern is
clearer, and the actor can more easily play against the dialogue. In
this scene John is playing the separate segment of the pattern,
while Alma is still playing the reach. John's tempo is calm, quiet,
Alma's is erratic as she strives desperately to control herseif. the
"Williams, p. 60.
"Williams, p. 59-
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moment of Alma's separation comes on the pause after the line:
"You talk as if my body had ceased to exist for you, John, in
spite of the fact that you just counted my pulse. Yes, that's it!"1«
After this moment Alma begins to play the separate segment of the
pattern; the tempos of the two charaaers do nor change.
As the scene begins, both characters are playing against the
dialogue of the text. John's sub-textual dialogue might be
described as "We're finished; let's leave it at that," and Alma's
might be described as searching for ways to say, "I want you."
The images in this scene are reversed. John becomes the spirit, and
Alma, the flesh. The scene is unified through the action pattern:
first, characters playing different segments and, last, characters
playing the same segment. At the moment when both characters
begin to play the separate segment of the pattern, the action of the
play is complete, and the audience is then prepared for the result
of the action, the release by Alma of the situation of frustrated
separation.
In the opening section of the paper, I have stated that there is
an apparent anarchy in the dramatic form of Summer and Smoke.
The symbolism that Williams has used is vague and sophomoric,
and the main characters are unbelievable. The mixture of symbolism and reality in the characters and situation has given the
dramatic metaphor that Williams has drawn an unbalanced
quality. In describing the results of the two professional productions of this play, I found that the one succeeded and the other
failed. Jose Quintero, in The Circle in the Square production,
evidently found an order in the apparent anarchy of the dramatic
form, and his production succeeded. The question was then
posed, "How may the order in Summer and Smoke be defined?"
I have tried to demonstrate the unity that can be found in a
sub-textual pattern of action, which can be used to exploit the
controlling element in the play's construction and which can be
used to improve the metaphor. The action pattern controls the
16

Williams, p. 74.
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situation of frustrated separation by showing the characters doing
the same things. The action pattern relates the symbolism to the
reality in a manner which helps to fuse the main images of the
play, flesh and spirit. By reducing the play to its simplest form,
an imitation of an action, one can observe that the two characters,
reinforced by their controlling images, are striving toward the
same end, to fall in love. If it can be assumed that both characters
are striving toward the same end, their images or symbols blend
into one, a combination of flesh and spirit, and the metaphor
becomes more balanced: the merging of flesh and spirit is man
reaching toward an unattainable perfection.
Obviously, this basic analysis of Summer and Smoke does not
solve all of the problems in the play's construction; it only
probes to find a unity which can help dispel the apparent anarchy
of the dramatic form, a unity through dramatic action.
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PHILOSOPHY:
Language and thought
THE LOGICAL HETEROGENEITY OF FAITH
AND REASON IN UNAMUNO'S
TRAGIC SENSE OF LIFE
Allen Lacy
Among the earliest philosophers to concern themselves
with the problem of religious language as such must be accounted
the Spanish critic Miguel de Unamuno. As early as 1898, Unamuno seized on the criticism of language as the ultimate form of
philosophical criticism. In his series of essays on The Tragic Sense
of Life in Men and In Peoples (1913), we have the most complete
statement of his abandonment of traditional Spanish philosophy
and his rejection of the Comtean positivism which since 1880
had been its only alternative in Spain, not for some imported
version of French or German philosophy, but for a new kind of
philosophical enterprise deriving from his awareness of languages,
their relations, economies, equities, rights, privileges, and consanguinities, departing from the paradigm case of his own
difficulties in speaking as a Christian in the midst of a world that
seemed to frustrate the traditional motives of such speech. That
is, the object of his philosophical activity was the analysis of
certain logical derangements in Western thought, seen in the
paradigm case of his own personal struggle with Christian discourse, rather than in terms of the classical puzzles of Western
epistemology.
It has not generally been recognized, for quite good reasons
that Unamuno belongs among the "philosophers of language."
drawn from
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For one thing, the essays most central to his linguistic concerns—
e.g. "La ideocracia" (1900), "iPlenitud de plenitudes!" (1904),
and the crucially important "Aforismos y definiciones" (1923)—
have not been translated into English. Even more unfortunate,
his Tragic Sense of Life, which is available in a masterful translation
by Crawford Flitch, is a perplexing book, not very assimilable
to critical treatment. A series of essays written without apparent
plan it went to press piecemeal and without revision, in the
form of a kind of improvization."1 An embarrassingly rich book
in both reference and theme, its very diversity and depth, as well
as the literary brilliance and variety of its imagery, conspire to
obscure its true intention—a critical probing of how it stands
with the language of Christian eschatology, in history, in contemporary Western culture, and in the soul ofMigueldeUnamuno.
Tragic Sense is by no means an easy book to interpret; once it
is missed that it deals essentially with language, it lends itself
to massive, even classic misinterpretation.
Tragic Sense, which if taken without any consideration of
its place within Unamuno's thought as a whole may be interpreted as a highly romanticized statement in the material mode
of the claims of faith over reason, as a "strong plea for passion
over rationality, heart over head, faith over reason,'^ is in fact
an analysis of competing languages—loosely, "faith" and " reason"—making up the chaotic conceptual universe of early twentieth century Spain, where disciples of Comte and Spencer contended hotly for intellectual sovereignty over representatives
of scholastic orthodoxy. By examining a single facet of
Unamuno's analysis of religious language—the logical heterogeneity of "faith" and "reason"—I shall undertake to show that
despite obviously unsuccessful attempts to construe the matter
otherwise, Tragic Sense displays not so much talk about God,
the soul, immortality, faith, reason, causality, and the like as the

that of the blurb accompanying the American edition.
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attempt to talk about the different language-sets in which such
concepts as 'God,' 'soul,' "immortality,' "faith,' 'reason,' and
"causality' are thought to have logical propriety. Those previous
critics who construe Unamuno's activity as a matter of arguing
for faith over reason miss the dominant element of his whole
philosophical career, which is precisely his awareness of the
logical puzzlement provoked in him by such concepts as 'faith'
and 'reason' and their respective cognates. 3 The critic fails who
takes the argument in Tragic Sense as merely one more variation of
the traditional formulations of the relative claims of faith and
3
It is at the point of the conflict between faith and reason that Arturo Barea
{Unamuno, New Haven 1952) and Julian Marias {Miguelde Vnamuno, 2d ed., Buenos
Aires, 1952), to take only two examples, have unwittingly embarked on a systematic
misinterpretation ot Tragic Sense, by seeing it as voicing passion over rationality
emotion over thought, romanticism over realism, individualism over collectivism'
and heterodoxy (for its own sake) over orthodoxy. Barea claims that the book
stands or falls with the sympathy it evokes .... Every bit of reasoning in it springs
trom his_ intimate spiritual needs; nothing is 'objective.' In consequence, the long
disquisitions on philosophical systems and religious doctrines are far less important
than the self-reyelation, which has a strangely moving poetic force, despite its harsh,
massive style (p. 27). Manas begins by taking Unamuno as an "irrationalist" and
ends by dismissing his heterodoxy as unnecessary and frivolous. The mistake here
is that ol taking a merely material approach to the problem of faith and reason in
Tragic Sense. Failing to note the logical reference of "faith" and "reason" (that
Unamuno is discussing the language of faith and the language of reason) and interpreting them as some kind of facultative entities, they ultimately falsify the critical
enterprise, Barea abdicating before Unamuno's "long disquisitions on philosophical
systems in favor of talk about his "self-revelation," and Marias dismissing precisely
f t aspect of Unamuno which is of greatest moment, his far-from-"unnecessary"
heterodoxy. Similar mistakes mar the work of such other critics as Quintin Perez (El
pensamiento reltgioso de Vnamuno frente al de la iglesia, Santander, 1946). Unamuno's
critics have consistently failed to see the necessity of a formal approach to Tragic
Sense, an approach taking into consideration "faith" and "reason" as two heterogeneous logical constructs.
Unamuno's early critics may perhaps be excused, however, in that it has only
been recently that the religious crisis through which he went in 1897 has been known
and it was in this crisis that Unamuno realized the problematical status of religious
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reason, for to make such an assumption is to fail to take account
of the problematics of Christian discourse in contemporary
culture, to fail to note the one thing of which Unamuno himself
was painfully sensitive—the fact that his situation had apparently
so little in common with that in which the traditional Christian
understandings of faith and reason were framed.
Tragic Sense culminates Unamuno's efforts of over a decade
to work out openly and in public his private and intimate—but
all the same, logical—difficulties with religious language. Living
in a society dominated by two rival dogmatisms (l) an orthodox
party which in its efforts to preserve its own message free from
the encroachments of secular autonomy had made of the language
of faith a shibboleth for clericals and had brought about a Fatal
separation between religious life and common life,"4 and (2) a
positivistic, secularistic party that proclaimed atheism as for
now the only solution" 5—Unamuno found that he could accept
neither position. On the one hand, he was convinced that the
conceptual resources available for the speaking of modern peoples
because of Christianity were too precious to be lost by default
or trivialized through misapplication.8 On the other hand, he
found that he could not honestly accept the way in which what
might loosely be called "Christian language" was used by the
confessed Christians of his day and in his nation. The language
of Christianity had been debauched by making of it"ametaphysic
which was supposed to be revealed."7 Unable to be an orthodox
Christian and unable to limit his speech by remaining a posirivist,
Unamuno embarked on a far-reaching scrutiny of language, an
exhaustive analysis of the resources of speech available to him
and to his fellows in early twentieth-century Spain. In so doing, he
became one of the earliest, and perhaps not the least important,
philosophers to interest himself in the status of religious language
as a philosophical problem.
4
"La
s,

fe" (1900), in Ensayos (5th ed., Madrid 1958), I, 161-162
' Cartas ineditas," Revista de la Untversidad de Buenos Aires, IV (1949), 122-123.
''"Cartas
ineditas," 164-165.
7
"La fe" (1900), Ensayos, I, 262.
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Although its outlines are hidden by its improvisatory form,
Tragic Seme, Unamuno's best-known work in the non-Spanish
world, mounts a broad critique of language, centering on an
analysis of the relations and dissociations pertaining between the
language of reason and the language of faith. In the main body
of this essay, close attention will be given to one general area
of this critique—that of the logical heterogeneity of faith and
reason.
The Language of Faith and the Language of Reason
In correctly interpreting Tragic Sense, the essential thing is
to grasp the linguistic reference of what he calls ""faith" and what
he calls "reason," the fact that he is somehow talking about these
things as systems of discourse. If reason is interpreted as referring
to some kind of discrete neurological faculty, discoverable by
physiological experimentation, and faith as some kind of emotional
feeling or vestige of instinct, accessible to the probing of experimental psychology, then the point has certainly been missed.
Faith and reason have been part of man's "equipment" through
his historic existence, but this fact has to do with man as a creature
who uses language, rather than as a biological organism. Throughout his writings Unamuno was markedly unconcerned with
physiological or a-cultural man, man as homo sapiens, nakedly considered apart from his historic, mediate life in a culture which
comes to him largely through the language he speaks. Such
a man he disparaged as—
A man neither of here nor there, neither of his age nor of another,
who has neither sex nor country, who is, in brief, merely an idea.
That is to say, a no-man.8
Man by definition is for Unamuno homhre hahlante, man who
speaks, "the man who is seen and heard"; and the faith and reason
with which he is concerned in Tragic Sense pertain to man as a
linguistic creature; they are, in short, languages.
8

Tragic Sense, p. 1.
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"Reason" is not a part of man's neurological equipment
then, but a way of looking at things, a set of stories about man s
existence in the world—a coherent system of language, that is.
"Faith" constitutes another set of stories, another such language.
The conflict between them is the conflict of language-systems.
The "tragic sense of life" is the recognition that for modern
sensibility neither can rightfully exclude the other, for both are
constitutive of contemporary historical existence. Philosophy,
as Unamuno sees it, must not commit itself to either system, lest
it invoke a solution inherently impossible. It is committed to
both languages—or to neither—and is itself inwardly shaped by
the conflict between them. The task of philosophy at the present
time, he suggests, may be said to be "to reflect upon the tragic
sense of life itself... to formulate this conflict between reason and
faith, between science and religion, and deliberately to perpetuate
this conflict."9
Ihe Disjunction of Faith and Reason
What are the relations between the stories told by faith and
those told by reason? Unamuno's answer is that given the present
state of western culture, neither can be assimilated satisfactorily
to the other. "Every position of agreement or harmony between
reason and life, between philosophy and religion, becomes impossible." 10
And in fact, one of Unamuno's major purposes in Tragic
Sense is to make unmistakably apparent the disjunction between
the two gross systems of language which he variously calls
"reason and faith," "science and religion," "the rational and
the vital," "knowledge and belief," "culture and Christianity,
"rationalism and cordialism," "mechanics and meaning," and
"logic and cardiac." These two systems are massively different
modes of organizing the world; and a part of Unamuno s work
is to emphasize their differences.
^Tragic Sense, p. 317.
Tragic Sense, p. 111.
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"Reason," as has been pointed out, is not a human faculty
in any constitutional sense, but a way of structuring human
experience in the direction of explanation. The purpose of
reason is that of "explaining the world and existence."11 Its
central category is that of 'causality,' and its ultimate question
is, "How?"12 Its function is to give an account of the world
along lines marked out by the notions of 'causality,' "necessity,'
and "technics.'13 Reason is ultimately concerned with what is
seen.14' The paradigmatic rational activity is mathematics, for
here is most clearly displayed the essence of reason, which
consists in the relating of concepts.15
Nor is "faith" a faculty. It is also a language, a mode of
organizing the world along the lines marked out by the notions
of 'person,' "freedom," "finality,' "purpose," and 'consciousness.'16 The central category of faith is 'substance.'17 The
paradigmatic personal activity of faith is the act of creating
something. Faith, in fact, is "the creative power in man."18
The ultimate question of faith is, "Wherefore?"19 Faith is concerned with what is felt or touched rather than with what is seen:
that is, it is concerned with one's feeling of one's own substance
and of the substantiality of others.2 0 The sort of belief indigenous
to faith is intimately connected with hope, ultimately the most
personal of all hopes, the hope of immortality.21
The first point which Unamuno makes about faith and
reason, therefore, is that they are different. They answer to
different needs and function differently in human existence.
11
Tragic Sense, p. 109.
12
Tragic Sense, p. 224.
13
Tragic Sense, p. 104.
14
Cf. Cancionero, diario poetico
15
Tragic Sense, p. 91.
1G
Tragic Sense, p. 176.
17
Tragic Sense, p. 224.
43
Tragic Sense, p. 192.
10
Tragic Sense, p. 32.
20

(Buenos Aires, 1953), cane. 1467.

Tragic Sense, pp. 82-83; cf. "iPlenitud de plenitudes!" (1904), in Ohras Completas21(Madrid, 1958), III, 765-766.
Tragic Sense, p. 187.
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They organize the world in ways radically unassimilable to each
other: that this is so is readily apparent in the inadequacy of
asking a question valid in the realm of technics about a matter
properly in the realm of the personal. The questions which
technics asks are logically improper in, and incommensurable
with, the deeper springs of human existence.
The telephone may be useful to us in enabling us to communicate
at a distance with the woman we love. But she, wherefore is she
useful to us? A man takes an electric tram to go to hear an opera,
and asks himself, which, in this case, is the more useful, the tram
or the opera.2 2
"Cause' and 'substance'—upon these two concepts are
built up two incommensurable language systems. Each has its
own peculiar characteristics. For one thing there are obvious
lexical differences between them. The cognate notions peculiar to
"cause' are such things as 'necessity,' 'force,' 'external
reality,' and the like. The cognate notions peculiar to "substance," or 'soul,' are such things as 'faith,' "immortality,'
"God," 'hope,' 'creation,' and the like.23 But the differences
between these two gross systems of discourse are much more
than lexical. There is a grammar of faith as well as a grammar of
reason; that is, the concepts allied to "substance' have a quite
different grammatical coherence than those built-up around
"cause.'24 "There is," Unamuno says, "and always will be a
rational metaphysic and a vital metaphysic, in perennial conflict
with one another, the one setting out from the notion of cause,
the other from the notion of substance."2 s And it is a great part
of his task in Tragic Sense to display the incommensurability of
these two metaphysics, these two disjunct modes of organizing
the world.
But there is a second crucial point in Unamuno's discussion
of the languages of faith and reason: these language-systems
22
Tragic Sense ^ p. 2.
23
Thxs is especially clear in "iPlenitud de plenitudes!" O.C,
24
See "Sobre la europeizacion" (1906), O.C, III, 1124.
2&

Tragic Sense, p. 224.

III, 755-765.
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or sets or metaphysics are themselves contingent. They cannot
be said to be placed in a necessary relation to "objective reality'—
for "necessary* and 'objective reality' are concepts occurring
within the language of reason, not outside of it. Language is
initially something arbitrary, something related to the will of the
man of flesh and bone to speak his world, to create his world in
his speaking.20 It is a systematic impossibility for either language
to be given priority over the other, based on some supposed
privileged relation to "outside" reality.27 The questions asked
by each language—the ultimate "How?' of reason and the
ultimate "Wherefore?" of faith—receive no answer from the
other, nor any answer from external reality; moreover, to ask
for such is to ask a systematically impossible question.
And wherefore do you want to be immortal? you ask me, wherefore?
Frankly, I do not understand the question, for it is to ask the reason
of the reason, the end of the end, the principle of the principle.
But these are things which it is impossible to discuss.2 8
The radical contingence of both systems means,
later argument, that neither can rule the other out.
cally, reason has no privileged or filial relation to
enables it to disinherit faith of its rightful claim to
of internal validity.

to anticipate
More specifireality which
its own kind

What has been said thus far can be summarized as follows;
reason and faith are two internally coherent and mutually distinct
26
Unamuno uses the word "arbitrario," which in Spanish displays much more
unmistakably than in English its etymological connection with human will, in this
case the will to speak. The arhitrariedad of the heart's language is much more evident
than that of die logic of reason, he points out; but both languages have the same
contingence in regard to "external reality." This contingence is more difficult to see,
of course, in the language of reason; for one thing, the language of reason has the
notion of 'external reality" as one of its own counters, a peculiarity which makes it
somewhat difficult to speak of the contingence of reason, but ultimately valid to do
so, nonetheless. For one thing, the notion of "external' or 'objective' reality is itself
metaphorical, taken over from the sphere of personal existence. Nor is there anything
deprecating in Unamuno's characterization of language as arbitrary. He is careful to
point out that "it is one thing to be capricious, quite another to be arbitrary." "Sobre
la europeizacion,"
O.C., III, 1125.
27
See "iPlenirud de plenitudes!" O.C., III, 763.
2S,
Tragic Sense, p. 48; cf. p. 230.
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languages, each radically contingent and having no necessary
relation to any supposed objective reality.
But one salient feature of Unamuno's discussion of faith
and reason has been left our of account thus far: reason and
faith are not ultimately discarnate systems of concepts. They
are—or should be—actual languages spoken by concrete men of
flesh and bone, and their disjunction is like the disjunction of
Basque and Castillian in the linguistic universe of a man who
speaks both with equal facility. Unamunian man is essentially a
bilingual or polylingual creature.2 9 The speaker in his use of
both languages must take care:

(l) not to attempt combining

the syntactical arrangement of one language with the vocabulary
of another; and (2) not to regard one language as somehow real
and the second only a code for the first, or real, one. One cannot
speak Basque by a literal lexical translation from Castillian.3 0
To make use of another metaphor appropriate to Unamuno,
but giving it something of the development it has had in recent
British and American philosophy, faith and reason are two
29
The metaphor of bilinguality is peculiarly suitable to Unamuno. That he was a
native speaker of both Castillian and Basque doubtlessly gave him special insight into
the relations which he described between reason and faith—more so perhaps than any
other two languages would have, for Basque and Castillian are totally unrelated in
origin as well as in syntax, and both were equally determinative of the culture in which
Unamuno grew up in Bilbao. He was also fluent in English, German, Italian, French,
Portuguese, Catalan, and Dano-Norwegian (which he learned in order to read .bsen,
receiving the unexpected dividend of being one of the first men outside of Denmark to
discover Kierkegaard). And as a professional scholar of classical philology, he was
quite at home in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.
30
In his many writings on Basque, Unamuno makes merry over the notion of
literal translation from Castillian to Basque. He notes that historically there have been
many words, such as espiritu, which must simply be taken into Basque with an appropriate orthographic change, though the conceptions underlying them remain essentially Castillian. In a 1902 essay "La cuestion del vascuense" he derides the attempt of
a Basque priest, who feared that Castillian was becoming too secular a tongue too
ridden with liberalism and socialism, to express the spiritual, to translate the catechism
into proper Basque, using no borrowed words and making Basque do everything that
it had formerly taken Basque and Castillian together to do. Unfortunately, Unamuno
states, the phrase "in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost
came out as "in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Itch to Do
Something." "Such a thing," he remarks, "is to sin without remission against the
Holy Spirit." Ensayos, 11, 399-
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language-games, each with its own rules and implements; they
are disjunct in the same way that tennis and croquet are disjunct.31
Reason, Unamuno says, has as its function explaining and
understanding the Universe, in terms of its prime categories of
causality,' 'necessity,' and their cognates.32 In its task of
cataloguing the Universe"33 it has no need of certain other
categories, among which are 'God,' 'the soul,' 'person,'
freedom, and immortality.' These latter categories or concepts he calls irrational, ' by which he means nothing more
than that they do not function in the language-game of reason,
which has its specifiable rules, directed toward the activity of
explication.
In the religious sphere, there is scarcely anything that has
any rational consequence."34 This statement, from an essay
written in 1907 and quite within the spirit of Tragic Sense, has,
like much else that Unamuno wrote, an ominously "irrational"
tone about it which has led many of his critics to accuse him of
giving up his philosophical and religious quest at its very outset.
But the ultimate significance of this statement—which is dearly
central to his whole understanding of the status of the language
of religion—can be saved by seeing it for what it is: a statement
in the formal, rather than in the material mode.3 5
Unamuno's "irrationalism" is comprised in the assertion
that there are certain concepts which have no logical function
J1
My source for this borrowed metaphor is of course Ludwig Wittgenstein. But
Unamuno himself uses a similar phrase—juegos de palabras, word-games—quite often
in his own writing. See for example "iPlenitudes!", O.C., III, 763 and "Juego de
palabras, O.C., V, 1046-1049. Unamuno's critics, for the most part, have failed to
see the signihcance of his speaking of "word-games" in connection with religious
language, taking it as an indication of blasphemy, radical atheism, or lack of requisite
philosophical seriousness; see, for the best example, Sanchez Barbudo, Estudm sobre
Unamuno
y Machado, pp. 70-80.
32
Tragic Sense, p. 104.
S3
34 Amorypedagogia (1902), O.C., II, 471.
"Mi religion" (1907), Ensayos, II, 371.
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noted that Unamuno did sometimes speak of his own work as irrationalism of a sort.
But he was obviously unhappy with this label, seeking at times to replace it with talk
ot the contra, or infra-rational; see e.g., Tragk Sense, p. 126.
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within the highly particular language-game of reason
within,
that is, the particular group of concepts which function together
in the games of proving something, explaining that something
is such-and-so, or listing something. Most of the lexicon of
Christian worship and devotion is irrational in this sense, but
this selfsame language is pregnant with meaning if considered
in its own internal coherence or in its connection with such
similarly ""irrational" notions as freedom, consciousness, and
one's awareness of his own personal substantiality.3 6
It is in such terms that Unamuno s treatment of the concept
'God,' as it appears in Tragic Sense, is best understood. God
is useless in the rational universe of discourse, for it is not a
category of explanation in the same way that force or necessity' are. ". . . God explains nothing."37 The crucial word
in this assertion is "explains"; what Unamuno is saying is that
in the logical system which functions toward giving explanations of
things, such concepts as "causality 'necessity,' and their cognates
among which 'God' does not appear—are able in themselves to do
all the work which is demanded within the structure of that system.
In that particular system the concept God is therefore redundant. In the statement which follows, Unamuno makes it
unmistakably apparent that "God' and "explanation are
logically incommensurable and that religious language is in no
sense threatened by the autonomous ability of the language of
reason to give an account of the world in its own terms.
In my early youth, when I first began to be puzzled by these
eternal problems, I read in a book, the author of which I have no
wish to recall, this sentence: "God is the great X placed over the
ultimate barrier of human knowledge; in the measure in which
science advances, the barrier recedes." And I wrote in the margin,
"On this side of the barrier, everything is explained without Hun;
on the further side, nothing is explained, either with Him or without Him; God therefore is superfluous." And so far as concerns
the God-Idea, the God of the proofs, I continue to be of the same
36
37"iPlenitud

de plenitudes!" O.C., III, 756.
rr<jj/cSmf, p. 176.
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opinion. Laplace is said to have stated that he had not found the
hypothesis of God necessary in order to construct his scheme of
the origin of the Universe, and it is very true. In no way whatever
does the idea of God help us to understand better the existence,
the essence, and the finality of the universe.3 8
When used validly that is to say, when used within its own
language-game the concept God has not to do with explanation and proof, but with "love," 'suffering,' and other concepts
delimiting the sphere of the personal. "Not by way of reason,
but only by the way of love and suffering, do we come to the
living God, the human God. Reason rather separates us from
him."39
Nor is 'soul' a valid counter in the language of reason.
For the purpose of explaining the world and existence—and
such is the task of reason—it is not necessary that we should
suppose that our soul is either mortal or immortal."40 Like
God, soul explains nothing, and to seek to make it function
in the language-game of explanation is to use it highly improperly.
Soul has other work to do than functioning toward explanation.
The most notable feature of Unamuno's statements on religious
matters in Tragic Sense is that he takes 'soul,' 'God,' 'faith,'
hope,
immortality,
'force,' 'energy,' 'necessity,'
and
so on, as first of all and before everything else, concepts. His
departure is logical or conceptual. "Soul," 'force,' "energy,"—
what these have in common is that they are "concepts, not
phenomena, not external realities. 41
Soul* is not a concept
within the language of the explanation of "physical events,'
for physical events is a category within the same language that
includes 'force' and 'energy.'
Implicit in his conceptual point of departure is Unamuno's
whole vision of an infinite variety of mutually disjunct and
contingent—but internally coherent—languages, all of which
3&

Trag!c Sense, pp. 160-161.
Tragic Sense, p. 157.
Sense, p. 109.
Tragic Sense, p. 85.

i0
41 Tragic
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taken together underlie and determine man s full understanding
of his existence in the world.4 2 But if Unamuno s significance
within his own time and country is to be understood, it must be
noted that in his intellectual milieu there was a rival understanding of language, shared by both his orthodox and his
positivistic antagonists, and understanding for which everything
that he said could be seen as either blasphemy and heresy or
question-begging obscurantism. At every step of the way in
Tragic Sense Unamuno must contend against this rival view of
language, a matter which accounts for certain undeniable peculiarities of the work, such as his advertisements for himself as a
man of contradictions.
This rival view—for which almost everything that Unamuno
says is unintelligible—takes a point of departure in which God
and the soul are considered to be entities of one sort or another
(for the orthodox, existent entities; for the positivists, nonexistent ones—but for both, categorically entities). In this rival
conception, words are taken literally; that is, it is not recognized
that there are different and disjunct language-sets, and that any
given word must be grounded in one—but not necessarily more
than one—of these languages in order to be meaningful. For
this view, "words express no more than reasons . . . and the
verbal proposition is nothing but the oral manifestation of a
judgment."43 Language is regarded as something monolithic,
made up of an indiscriminate rubble of vocables, each having the
same weight and size, cemented together by being taken as
assimilable to a single sort of activity, such as proving something,
talking about sense data, and the like.
And for this rival view, the contrary accounts of human
existence and the world given by traditional Christian thought
and by "modern science" (the shibboleth of Unamuno's day)
42
See David Allen Lacy, Miguel de Unamuno: Studies in Logic and Existence,
(unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University, 1962).
43
"iPlenitud de plenitudes!" O.C., III, 763.
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take on a form quite different from that which they take for
Unamuno. So long as 'soul' is taken as referring to a hypothetical entity, it cannot be excluded from the requirement that
in order to be meaningful it must funaion as a category of
explanation. That is, if it is a something which has such and such
"qualities," among which immortality is assumed to be, then
its qualities ought at least in theory to be accessible to the same
kind of testing which is used to inspect the qualities of any other
object. Just as there are certain procedures or techniques by
which a Pasteur can prove the existence of infinitesimal forms
of life, so there ought to be, theoretically at least, procedures
by which the existence of the soul can be established—or disproved—as a first step toward examining the question of its
immortality. Once its existence is established, if it is, then there
ought to be further procedures by which it might be determined
whether or not immortality is among its attributes.
Specifying this point in regard to Unamuno's philosophical
antagonists, orthodox philosophers and positivists shared the
same logical realism or literalistic view of language against
which Unamuno fought so vigorously. The positivist might
argue that the orthodox proofs proved nothing, and submit his
own alternative disproofs—but there was one thing orthodox
metaphysician and positivist anti-metaphysician shared alike:
neither questioned the propriety of attempting proof in the first place!
Once given the literalistic view of language, whether expressed
in traditional apologetics or in atheistic propagandizing, the
whole argument between these parties moved on the same ground
of attempting proof." In their view of language, Unamuno
found no basic difference between intelectualisias of the Catholic
stamp and those of a positivistic stamp: their arguments moved
in different directions, but in the same logical rut. In a letter to
Jimenez Ilundain in December, 1901 he wrote, "I do not see the
disjunction between these two great and beaten paths of Catholicism and positivism; . . . they are parallel roads, and one
can follow both." In common they have an "intellectualism"
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which is "radically irreligious," "saturated by mathematical
spirit," and "given to rejecting whatever is not explained."44
Thus it is that Unamuno refuses in disputes between these
two contenders to take either side. For both assume a radically
defective view of language in which the unassimilability of
'God' and "immortality' with "proof goes unnoticed. For
him, however, the whole discussion takes a different turn. He
finds "the immortality of the soul,' for example, to be a notion
peculiar to the language of faith—specifically peculiar to Christian
faith, where it is logically linked with a host of other such rationally problematic notions as "hope,' "the Resurrection of Christ,
and "person." The language of reason, therefore, which numbers
among its characteristic activities that of proving, has nothing
to do with establishing anything about God or the soul; whatever sense the notion of 'the immortality of the soul' may make
within the language of faith, it is irrational
that is, reason,
as a language-game devoted to proving and explaining, lacks
the conceptual equipment to take note of it.4 5
Unamuno s Criticism of His Predecessors
As we have seen thus far, a significant part of Unamuno's
argument in Tragic Sense involves his attempt to make apparent
the logical heterogeneity of the language-games of "faith" and
"reason." That is, he was concerned to assert that such concepts
as 'God,' "soul,' and "immortality' have no function in the
activity which we might call "explaining things by means of
"necessity,' "causality,' and suchlike." To attempt to give to
"God' or "immortality' a function in a "scientific explanation
of things" is, therefore, to ignore logical proprieties. Furthermore, to introduce the categories of "necessity' and causality
into the language-games in which God and immortality
(as well as such things as "freedom' and "person') are appropriate is to make similar logically illicit moves. In both cases
44
"Cartas
i6

inedkas," Revista de la Universidad de Buenos Aires, IV (1949), 119-120.
Tragic Sense, p. 109.
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there is a failure to respect the disjunction or heterogeneity of
the two language-sets.
Thus it is that a great part of Tragic Sense is devoted to
scrutinizing the logical errors other thinkers make through their
failure to respect the linguistic disjunction of faith and reason.
Many of the mistakes which Unamuno finds in other philosophers
who have treated the same existential problem with which he is
primarily concerned the immortality of the soul'—are violations of the logical heterogeneity of the two language-sets.
Proving that something is so is the activity of reason; within the
intimacy of faith, proof is not necessary.46 To bring together
the notions pertaining to the activity of proving, such as "causality or necessity, and the notions of "God' or "immortality'
is for Unamuno a gross synractical error.
Unamuno finds two groups of thinkers making this same
error, even though their intentions are contraries: (l) those
who attempt to prove the immortality of the soul; and (2) those
who attempt to disprove the same thing.
In the first group are Balmes, Berkeley, and Myers, to take
only three examples. Unamuno finds that Balmes begins by
the question, in his attempt to establish the substantiality
of the soul as a first step toward rationalizing faith in its immortality. Balmes and all other "a priori spiritualists"—
ignore the only rational explanation, which is that apperception and
judgment are a resultant, that perceptions or ideas themselves are
components which agree. They begin by supposing something
external to and distinct from the states of consciousness, something
that is not the living body which supports these states, something
that is not I but is within me.
The soul is simple, others think, because it reflects upon itself
as a complete whole. No; the state of consciousness A, in which I
think of my previous state of consciousness B, is not the same as its
predecessor. Or if I think of my soul, I think of an idea distinct
from the act by which I think of it. To think that one thinks and
nothing more is not to think.4 7
j®"Sot>re la europeizacion," O.C., III, 1124-1125
"Tragic Sense, pp. 84-85.
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Not only in Tragic Sense, but consistently in his writings, Unamuno finds the philosophical apologetics of Jaime Balmes to
be infected with logical error.4 8
Unamuno's critique of the treatment of the immortality of
the soul in Berkeley's Treatise concerning the Principles of Unman
Knowledge is similarly launched from a standpoint provided in his
understanding of the disjunction of a language of faith and the
language of reason. Berkeley's attempt at demonstrating the
natural immortality of the soul is based on a series of confusions
arising from the ambiguity with which he invests the term
notion."49 For Unamuno, all rational attempts at establishing
the immortality of the soul—that is, all attempts at making the
concept 'immortality of the soul' mesh in the conceptual
machinery used to explain things or to prove them—are "a
veritable contexture of confusions, whether they depart from
spiritualist or idealist assumptions.5 0
Nor does the rational empiricism of W. H. Myers' Human
Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death fare any better, despite
the eagerness with which Unamuno tells us he first approached it.
I entered upon the reading of it not only without that temper of
cautious suspicion which men of science maintain in investigation
of this character, but even with a disposition in its favor, as one who
comes to seek the confirmation of his innermost longings; but for
this reason was my disillusion all the greater.51
In Myers' work Unamuno finds an unspecified but easily decipherable logical error, doubtlessly again that of attempting
to make the concept 'immortality of the soul function within
the wholly unsuited game of "giving a proof.
In spite of its
48
Ia his memoirs of his youth, Unamuno speaks at length of Balmes, criticizing
him severely for his over-simplification of philosophical problems in the
established religion, and dismissing his Filosofta fundamentaUs the
all his worthless works." Nevertheless, he grants it was Balmes who ™pellcd
him
into the study of philosophy, opening up to him
or ISo?
Balmes' own limited vision. Kecuerdos de mnez y mocedad (.1908), U.C., i, 95.
^Tragic
Sense, p. 87.
60
Tragic Sense, p. 88.
51
Tragic Sense.
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critical apparatus it does not differ in any respect from medieval
miracle mongering. There is a fundamental defect of method,
of logic."62
The only rational position in which Unamuno finds no
logical mistake—that is to say, the only position which uses,
and uses properly, only those concepts and notions which are
appropriate to the activities of attempting to prove, giving an
explanation, and the like—is that which is content to leave such
questions as the existence of God and the immortality of the
soul outside the range of its activity. It might be said, then, that
Unamuno is recommending agnosticism—but essentially a
linguistic agnosticism made in the humble recognition that
man speaks more than one language if he is fully a person—the
recognition, marked out in one of Unamuno's first letters following his 1897 crisis, that "there are more ways of entering
into relation with reality than just reason, that there is grace and
there is faith."63 Reality, for Unamuno, is something created
by the word, in all the various language-games through which
men participate in their world.5 4 The language of reason has no
exclusive or exhaustive claim on reality; in fact, where it seeks
to assert such, it ends by confronting its own nothingness, by
devouring itself in rage at its own radical contingency.5 5 It is
because this is so that Unamuno can assert, in full willingness
to grant the language of reason its natural prerogatives and
importance, that—
It must remain established, therefore, that reason—human
reason—within its limits, not only does not prove rationally that
the soul is immortal or that human consciousness shall preserve its
indestructibility, but it proves rather—within its limits, I repeat—
that the individual consciousness cannot persist after the death of
the physical organism upon which it depends.6 6
52Tragic Sense.

53
54"Cartas a Juan Arzadun," Sur, 119 (Sept., 1944), 55.
See Cancionero, canc. 394.
S5
See especially "Nicodemo el fariseo" (1898), O.C., III,
B6

Tragic Sense, pp. 103-104.

140-142.
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It is thus apparent that the venture of Berkeley, Balmes, and
Myers in attempting to establish rational or empirical grounds
for the existence and immortality of the soul is risky at best.
But Unamuno's criticism of these men was kindly, even
gentle. He had much more scornful things to say about those
who attempted to disprove the immortality of the soul—not
simply to find that this notion has no rational meaning, but
to go on to claim that "rational meaning" is all.
For such men, Unamuno has a special name; they are "antitheological advocates," or advocates of the "odium anti-theologicum." Among them he places Haeckel, Virchow, Vogt, and
their avid Spanish admirers.67 With their arguments there is
even more amiss than in those of Berkeley or Myers. Fundamentally, of course, their logical error is the same thing: attempting to prove the notion of personal immortality and attempting to disprove it are both attempts to bring a concept
belonging properly to the language of faith into the argumentative machinery used, for its own purposes, by the language of
reason. The most respectable position is simply to say that
"reason does not satisfy our vital hunger for immortality." But
to make of this inability of reason to provide such satisfaction a
disproof in itself and to rejoice over it is detestable fanaticism;
beyond representing a logical error, it is also an existential
malady.6 8
He who does not believe that there is a God, nor that the soul is
immortal, or he who believes that there is no God and that the soul
is not immortal—and to believe that there is not one is not the same
thing as not to believe that there is one—seems respectable to me;
but he who does not want them to be repels me beyond words.5 9
Unamuno's scorn for the advocates of the odium anti-theologicum leads into a new dimension of his attempt in Tragic Sense
^Tragic
Sense, p. 95.
E8
'"Escepdcismo fanatico" (1908), O.C, IV, 531.
59
"'Materialismo popular" (1909), O.C., IV, 540.
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to discover how it stands with the logic of human existence—
or as Unamuno himself would insist, with logic and "cardiac."r'0
For in such anti-theological advocacy he finds a mistake much
more heinous than a simple confusion of the syntax of proof and
the lexicon of faith. There is much more to say about the language
of faith and the language of reason than the mere remarking of
their disjunction. For Unamuno, above all else, the concept of
immortality of the soul' stands in unbreakable and necessary
connection with the notions of "willing' and 'person.' To
preach vindictively against immortality out of furious disbelief
is to will one's own personal disintegration and the disintegration
of others. It is deliberately to impoverish oneself, to reduce and
restrict the conceptual resources for human existence to an unbearable level. It is an act viciously suicidal and perverse, an
abhorrent transgression of the pressing need of the man of flesh
and bone to speak both faith and reason in order to realize his
own potentiality. Unamuno was convinced, as the Spanish
secularists were not, of the necessity of the language of faith for
the full plenitude of human existence, and in all of the concrete
programs of the progresivistas of his day he perceived an unsuspected threat: that in the blithe and unconsidered relinquishing
of traditional Christian modes of discourse in pursuit of the
gleam of progress, contemporary man was in danger of losing
60 Sobre la europeizacion," O.C., III, 1125. There is, to be sure, much more to
be said about Unamuno's treatment of the logical heterogeneity of faith and reason
than is possible within the brief scope of this essay. For one thing, the relation of
Unamuno s discussion of this point to present-day discussions of the problem of
Christianity and culture—in, for example, Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Letters and Papers from
Prtson—is a matter that deserves further exploration. Moreover, Unamuno's conviction of the logical heterogeneity of faith and reason illumines his refusal to be drawn
r0 ral11
c
^
^at':10^of
modernism.
Because
he saw
conflict
the Old Testament
account
the creation of
the world
and no
thevalid
testimony
ofbetween
modern
science, he therefore felt no necessity of attempting to assimilate one to the other To
an imaginary antagonist in one of his dialogues he says, "'You are one of those who
carry on about the harmony between the old dogma and the new principles. And all
of that seems to me to be without implications and without importance Never have I
been even slightly interested in the agreement or lack of agreement between the
Mosaic story of the creation of the world and the discoveries of geology. It is a point
which falls outside the realm of spirit, and the only point in even discussing it is for
entertainment, or for the sake of intellectual gymnastics." "Naturales y espirituales"
(1905), O.C., III, 840.
^
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by default conceptual resources necessary for his personal existence, without which he would be faced by the meaninglessness and tastelessness of "the acedia of the life of the world."61
But at the same time, he could not accept the methods of the
orthodox, who would force their contemporaries to accept religious language without admitting its undeniably problematic
aspects. And it was this dilemma that caused Unamuno to fumble,
gropingly and without precedent in his society, toward what
today might be called the conceptual analysis of religious
language in its Spanish version.
61

"E1 secreto de la vida" (1903), O.C., III, 1038.
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PROSE SATIRE:
A commentary
SWIFT AND THE SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES
Louis G. Locke
In the third book of Gulliver s Travels, among the humorous
experiments of the Grand Academy of Lagado, Swift gives an
account of the school of languages. Many a Swift reader has
chuckled over the professors who had decided "to shorten discourse by cutting polysyllables into one, and by leaving out
verbs and participles, because in reality all things imaginable are
but nouns," and who consequently thought "that since words
are only names for things, it would be more convenient for all
men to carry about them such things as were necessary to express
the particular business they are to discourse on." i After a sly jibe
at the ladies, who were loath to relinquish the use of their tongues,
Gulliver observes:
However, many of the most learned and wise adhere to the new
scheme of expressing themselves by things, which hath only this
inconvenience attending it, that if a man's business be very great, and
of various kinds, he must be obliged in proportion to carry a greater
bundle of things upon his back, unless he can afford one or rwo strong
servants to attend him. I have often beheld two of those sages almost
sinking under the weight of their packs, like peddlers among us; who
when they met in the streets would lay down their loads, open their
sacks and hold conversation for an hour together; then put up their
implements, help each other to resume their burdens, and take their
leave.2
The object and source of this particular satire are Dr. John
Wilkins An Essay Towards a Real Character and a Philosophical
Language (London, 1668) and perhaps the account of this book in
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London.3
^Chapter V, ed. Arthur E. Case (New York, 1940), p. 198.
3

Vol. Ill, No. 35 (June 15. 1668).
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Wilkins proposed and tried to develop a language in which words
were to be reduced practically to the mathematical equivalents of
things. By "Real Character" he meant an unmistakable method
of expression: he maintained that "it was exceeding desirable that
the Names of things might consist of such Sounds, as should bear
them some Analogy to their Natures, and the Figure and Character of these Names should bear some proper resemblance to these
Sounds .... 4
The Real Character was the outgrowth of the well-known
linguistic interest of the early Royal Society, and, in fact, it was
actually sponsored by the Society. Wilkins says that these papers
"by several Orders of the Society have been required of Me."5
The book was a part of the ambitious program in which the
Royal Society, by seeking a medium in which philosophers and
scientists might communicate with exactness and understanding,
attempted to reform English style and language. Bishop Sprat
refers to it, before publication, as Wilkins' "Universal Language,
and gives an indication of its scope:
A Work wherein this excellent Man has undertaken a Design, that
very well fits the temper of his own Mind; for it well became him to
teach a Communion of Speech amongst all Philosophers' whose chief
study it has always been, to promote a general agreement, and correspondence among all virtuous and wise Men .... Of its use and
accurate composition there is no man can doubt, that has ever heard
the name of the Author: of whom, if I had not at first restrained my
self from particular commendations, I might have said very much to
his praise, which deserves to be known all over the World, and to be
the first Experiment of his own Universal Language.6
Wilkins' "Philosophical Language" was indeed the one
esteemed by the linguistic virtuosi of Lagado: Gulliver faithfully
records that "Another great advantage proposed by this invention
was that it would serve as an universal language to be understood
in all civilised nations . ..." 7
^An
Essay Towards a Real Charactery Introduction, Part IV.
6
Dedicatory Epistle, An Essay Towards a Real Character.
^History
of the Royal Society, 3rd edition (London, 1722), p. 251.
7
Case, p. 199-
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Although one of the chief studies of Gulliver's Travels decries
attempts "to show that the experiments carried on in Lagado
allude to inventions produced by members of the Royal Society,"8 later scholars fortunately have not been deterred. Professor
Marjorie Nicolson and Professor Nora M. Mohler more wisely
state that "the sources for nearly all the theories of the Laputans
and the Balnibarians are to be found in the works of Swift's
contemporary scientists and particularly in the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society."9 These scholars provide Swift
students with an entirely convincing array of parallels which
show "that the Philosophical Transactions, together with the more
complete works of the virtuosi, were the specific source of Swift's
Laputans, his projectors of the Grand Academy of Lagado, and
his Flying Island . . . ."10
The fact that Swift unquestionably drew upon another of
Wilkins' books, The Discovery of a World in the Moone; or, A Discourse Tending to Prove, that 'tis probably there may be another habitable World in that Planet (London, 1638), for the "flying chariot"
and "voyage to the moon" motifs used in The Voyage to
Laputa,11 further strengthens the case for the present identification of source. Since Swift knew and used Wilkins' World in the
Moone in the same book of Gulliver, it seems reasonable to think
that he was also familiar with An Essay Toward a Real Character
and a Philosophical Language. Here again Swift took his basic
idea rrom the work of a Royal Society member, the attempt to
bring words more nearly into relation with their referents. By
applying the reductio ad absurdum method he transformed the
material into delightful satire.
A"Gullivers Travels': a Critical Study (Princeton, 1923), p. 163.
11
BaCk
II (1937)
SOl^
™d of Swlft's "Voyage to Laputa/ " Annals of Science,
I
®Annals,
II,
304.
II
Marjorie Nicolson and Nora M. Mohler, "Swift's "Flying Island' in the Voyage
S
to laputa. Annals of Science, II, 421-423.
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BIOLOGY:
A prohlem in ecology
OKLAHOMA PLANARIANS IN VIRGINIA

Marie M. Jenkins

The polytypic species of planarian, Dugesia dorotocephala,
has been widely used for research, from the classic studies of
Child (1921) and Hyman (1923) to the present day investigations
on the chemical basis of memory (McConnell et al., 1959, Corning
and John, 196l). Although found over most of the United
States as an asexual race, sexual specimens have seldom been
seen in the natural habitat, and have appeared only sporadically
in laboratory cultures (Hyman, 1925; Kenk, 1935a).
Within recent years, however, an abundance of sexually
mature D. dorotocephala has been reported from springs in Oklahoma (Jenkins, I960; Jenkins and Brown, 1963a) and numerous
sexual individuals are now known to occur in Texas (Jenkins and
Brown, 1963a) and in Kansas and Missouri (according to information provided by Dr. Horace Hays of Kansas State College,
at Pittsburg). Margaret Gordon, a former Madison College
staff member, reports finding a population of these planarians in
Newport, Virginia, near Mountain Lake.
Due in part to their relative simplicity of organization,
planarians are valuable for research, particularly in investigations
of basic phenomena of life, such as morphogenesis, regeneration,
and physiological bases of behavior. For the greater number of
these studies, asexual planarians have been used because they
were more easily obtained. However, asexual planarians rarely
attain a weight greater than 10-15 mg. per individual, and this
small size presents problems in many phases of investigation.
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In contrast, sexual individuals of D. doTotocephctla have been found
to weigh up to 50 mg. or more, and usually average over 30 mg.
(Fig. 1). The use of large individuals of this type is desirable
in many cases.
The population of sexual Oklahoma planarians which has
been most extensively studied is that found in Buckhorn Springs, i
Murray County, just south of Platt National Park. The springs
where the planarians were found bubble through quicksand, and
maintain a constant temperature of 18.5° C. throughout the year,
regardless of the changes in air temperature from winter to
summer. Planarians from these springs are unusual, not only
in that they are sexual, but also in that they do not produce
cocoons seasonally, as is common in many other species, but
during every month of the year (Jenkins and Brown, 1963a).
Because the planarians are quite large and are excellent experimental material, several requests from other laboratories for
cocoons and mature specimens of this group have been received
At present, planarians from Buckhorn Springs are being studied
in laboratories at the University of California, Brookhaven National Laboratory in New York, the Mental Health Institute at Ann
Arbor, Michigan, and at Madison College in Virginia.
Several studies have been made, both in the laboratory and
in the natural habirat, of the growth and behavior of these
planarians (Jenkins and Brown, 1962; 1963a; 1963b). They have
been found to attain sexual maturity approximately six months
after hatching, and to remain continuously sexual for a little
over a year. During the time of highest productivity, as many as
280 cocoons have been collected during one month from a
culture pan of 300 worms. The number of young produced per
cocoon has averaged 16.5, although as many as 29 juveniles have
been observed to emerge from one cocoon. Fission products
were rarely noted during the major part of the reproduaive
history.
. 1 Acknowledgement and thanks ate due to Oscar Lowrance, owner of Buckhorn
Springs property, for permission to collect the planarians.
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Figure 1.
Large, sexually mature Dugesia dorotocephala.

A

Figure 2.
Dugesia dorotocephala in copulation.
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Although planarians are carnivorous and occasionally cannibalistic, healthy specimens of this group are ordinarily not
attacked by other worms. At rimes, however, when many have
gathered on a piece of liver or other food, one worm may be
surrounded by others with protruded pharynges shortly after
the food is removed. Such a victim has always been found to be
injured in some way. The injury has apparently occurred during
the time of feeding, and possibly may have resulted from the
worm s being mistaken" for a part of the liver. Occasionally
planarians have been noticed feeding on a freshly-deposited
cocoon, reducing it to an empty husk within a few minutes.
During the unusually long period of cocoon production,
copulation was observed regularly, as many as six to eight pairs
of copulants being noted in one pan at one time. The complete
act of copulation was found to require six to seven minutes.
There was no preliminary courtship and no evidence of one
partner being "active" and the other "passive." During copulation, the head regions of the planarians usually adhere to the
substratum at an acute angle to each other, while the ventral
tail regions are raised and moved against each other in a manner
that suggests each worm is finding the gonopore of the other.
For approximately three minutes the partners are completely
immobile and contracted (Fig. 2), then a slow relaxation occurs
and the two gradually separate. The commonly-depicted textbook position of copulating planarians, with heads pointed in
opposite directions, was not observed, although after copulation
was completed, a broadly obtuse angle of separation was occasionally noted as the worms pulled away from each other
(Jenkins and Brown, 1963b).
During August, 1962, a group of 500 laboratory-reared adults
and 50 cocoons was transferred to Virginia for further study. The
animals were placed in several gallon jars inside insulated, cooled,
styrofoam ice-chests, which were then set on the floor of the car.
The water in the containers was aerated each evening during

the trip, and changed once. Despite these precautions, only
33 of the worms survived. These were placed in an air-conditioned
laboratory at Madison College under conditions as similar as
possible to those obtaining in Oklahoma.
During the following months the worms did not adjust
well to the new environment. Fission products, heretofore rare,
were noted from time to time. Cocoon production was not
established until November, and most of the emerging young
died. Data on the cocoon production of these animals, compared
with a similar group in Oklahoma, are presented in Table I.
At the time the data were collected, the number of planarians
had increased (by fission) to 38, but only 26 were sexual. No
record was kept of the number of individual young produced
from these cocoons.
TABLE I
A comparison of cocoon production and viability in two
groups of Dugesia dorotocephala, fourteen months after hatching.
Planarians in the first group were reared in Oklahoma. Those in
the second group were transferred to Virginia eight months after
emergence.

Groups
Virginia

Cocoons
per worm
per month

Viable
cocoons

Av. Number
of young
per cocoon

.80
.85

91%
29%

16.5

From the cocoons transferred to Virginia in August, a total of
717 juveniles emerged, and at the end of eight months there were
285 survivors. Although these planarians normally reach sexual
maturity about six months after hatching, at the end of eight
months only 4596 were sexually mature. Not only did the majority
remain immature, but fission products appeared regularly, indicating that asexual reproduction was occurring steadily. The
data for this group are given in Table II.
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TABLE II

A comparison of sexual maturity and reproductive activity in
two groups of Dugesia dorotocephala eight months after hatching.
Planarians in the first group were reared in Oklahoma. Those in
the second group were reared in Virginia from cocoons transferred
from Oklahoma.

Groups
Oklahoma
Virginia

%
Sexual
maturity

Cocoons
per worm
per month

99%
45®

.28
.05

Fission
products
observed
0.1®
15.0®

Planarians with supernumerary gonopores were not observed
in the laboratory cultures in Oklahoma, but a number of such
individuals have been found in Virginia. The number of gonopores per worm ranged from two to six. According to Kenk
(1935b), such development constitutes a morphological proof of
the existence of zooids, the physiological units formed prior to
fission. It is to be noted that the supernumerary genital openings
did not occur until conditions were such that fission was evident
in the population. Data on this aspect of the development are
given in Table III.
TABLE III
The occurrence of supernumerary gonopores (two to six) in
Dugesia dorotocephala. Planarians in group A were transferred
to Virginia eight months after emergence from cocoons. Those
in group B were reared in Virginia from cocoons transferred from
Oklahoma.

Number
of worms
(A) 26
(B) 131

Gonopores
2

3

4
15

<5

4

5

6

0
0

1
0

The question of what causes sexuality in planarians is controversial. Temperature, heredity, wave action, hormones, and other
factors have been postulated. From the evidence presented here,
certainly environmental factors of some type play an important
role. A comparison of the laboratory facilities provided in Virginia with those in Oklahoma shows the planarians were subjected to nearly identical conditions, with two exceptions which were
more or less beyond control. In both places, the worms were kept
in deep, covered, white-enameled refrigerator pans, each with an
aerator continuously operating, and were fed liver every five to
seven days. The pans were cleaned and the water changed after
each feeding. The two environmental factors which were not
similar were temperature and culture medium.
In Oklahoma, the culture room was an underground constant-temperature room, maintained at 18.5° C, the temperature
of the natural habitat. The laboratory at Madison College is not
insulated, but it is completely enclosed, and is provided with a
combination heat-pump—air-conditioner which affords reasonably satisfactory temperature control during the fall, winter, and
spring. During the summer, however, a temperature rise to nearly
30° C. is not unusual. Although provision for a constant-temperature room is not yet possible at Madison College, it is hoped that
such may be forthcoming soon after the wings to the science
building, presently under construction, are completed.
The other adverse environmental factor encountered in Virginia, that of providing suitable culture water, has proved to be a
major difficulty. In Oklahoma, natural lake water was used. In
Virginia, water from Silver Lake, Massanetta Springs, and Rawley
Springs has been tried, as well as artificial culture solutions prepared according to data obtained from studies of Murray (1928),
Henderson and Eakin (1959), Loomis (1959) and others, but
thus far none has proved to be satisfactory.
Virginia is possessed of a rich and varied planarian fauna
(Kenk, 1935a). In view of this, it appears somewhat puzzling
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that Oklahoma planarians remain ill-adjusted to natural waters
occurring in the region near Madison College. In the stream
flowing from Massanetta Springs, hundreds of asexual Dugesia
dorotocephala are to be found. Many have been collected and
established in the laboratory, where they are being used for other
experiments. Yet, juveniles of the sexual race, hatched from cocoons placed in this water, soon die. It appears possible that
normal sexual reproduction may be dependent, to a large extent,
on the chemical constitution of the water.
From the results obtained thus far, no conclusions can be
drawn, but present plans for research include an investigation of
this problem. A research grant from the Virginia Academy of
Science for pursuing this study has been received. The aid thus
supplied is gratefully acknowledged, and it is hoped the results
of the study will shed some light on the factors involved in the
induction of sexuality in planarians.
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CHEMISTRY;
New non-aqueous solutions
SOME STUDIES OF ANHYDROUS PROPIONIC ACID
AS A SOLVENT FOR BINARY SYSTEMS

WlLBERT CHAPPELL
With student assistants:
Gertha Addison, Ralph Bass, Robert Hall,
Eleanor Turner, and James Zirk
Davidson1 and co-workers at the University of Kansas have
done extensive work on non-aqueous solutions in which anhydrous acetic acid was used as the solvent. Considerable work
has also been performed with anhydrous formic acid as solvent.
In Chemistry 97-98, Problems in Chemistry, at Madison
College similar work has been attempted with anhydrous propionic acid used as the solvent. Propionic acid has proven to be
a better solvent for covalent than for ionic substances as would
be expected. Since propionic acid is a weaker acid than formic
acid and acetic acid, formates and acetates would be expected
to dissolve in propionic acid with little solvolysis.

METHOD
Preparation of Materials.—Reagent grade propionic acid
(Eastman Kodak) was distilled through an effective fractionating
column. The purified propionic acid used in these studies boiled
at 14l.40C. and froze at minus 20.8oC.
1 e

S e Non-Aequous Solvents, by Audrieth and Kleinberg, John Wiley, 1953.
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Sodium acetate, sodium propionate, and strontium chloride
were each purified by recrystallization from water. They were
then dried for 48 hours at suitable temperatures in electric drying
ovens.
Reagent grade acetamide, melting point 810C., was used.
The urea was reagent grade with a melting point of 1320C.
Determination of Solubility.—The solubility determinations of
sodium acetate, sodium propionate, acetamide and urea in anhydrous propionic acid were made by the synthetic or freezing
point method; that is, the temperature of disappearance of solid
phase in equilibrium with solution of known concentration was
observed in the usual manner. Calibrated thermometers were
employed in all determinations.
The solubility of strontium chloride in propionic acid was
determined by analysis of saturated solutions (at various fixed
temperatures) for chloride content.
RESULTS
I. System Sodium Propionate-Propionic Acid.
This system was studied by Ralph Bass and Eleanor Turner.
The data obtained for this system are listed in Table 1 and
recorded graphically in Fig. 1. In Table 1, S denotes the mole
percentage of sodium propionate, and T the corresponding
equilibrium temperatures.
The solid phase in equilibrium with solutions between about
6 mole percent sodium propionate and 34 mole percent sodium
propionate is obviously the solvate NaCsH 5O 2.2HC sH sO 2.
The melting point of this solvate is about 60oC.
Samples of this solid phase were obtained by filtration
at appropriate temperatures and were dried as quickly and thoroughly as possible between porous plates in a desiccator; weighed
portions of the solid were then titrated with standard alkali.
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Calculated for NaC3H502.2HC3H502: HC3H602> 60.65 percent by weight.
Found: HC3H502, 60.58% and 60.71%.
This solvate has not been previously reported.

TABLE I
Sodium Propionate-Propionic Acid.
ST
(a) Solid phase
HC3H502
0.0
5.10
5.78
6.97

—20.8
—22.8
—23.25
—23.3

(b) Solid phase
NaC3HE02.2HC3H502
6.97
8.05
10.00
10.29
11.49
12.32
13.24
15.35
17.65
20.07
20.14
22.59
25.58
30.17
33.24

-19.3
—11.3
— 1.5
3.0
7.75
12.6
15.5
24.0
32.1
39.5
40.6
46.3
52.4
59.0
59.8

ST
(c) Solid phase (?)
35.89
36.26
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Fig. 1. System sodium propionate-propionic acid.
II. System Sodium Acetate-Propionic Acid.
Robert Hall investigated this system.
The data obtained for this system are listed in Table 2 and
recorded graphically in Fig. 2. In Table 2, S denotes the mole
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percentage of sodium acetate, and T the corresponding equilibrium temperature.
The solid phase in equilibrium with solutions between about
5.5 mole percent sodium acetate and 38 mole percent sodium
acetate is of course the solvate NaC2H302.2HC3Hs02. This
solvate melts at about 530C. Samples of this solid phase were
dried and analyzed by the method described above. Calculated
for NaC2H802.2HC3HB02: HC3H5O2, 64.35 weight percent.
Found; HCsHsOa, 64.18% and 64.31%.
This solvate has not been previously reported.
One will notice the marked similarity between portions of
solubility curves for this system and for the systems: Sodium
Formate-Acetic Acid2 and Sodium Acetate-Acetic Acid.3
TABLE 2
Sodium Acetate-Propionic Acid.
S
T
S
T
(a) Solid phase
(c) Solid phase
HC3H30
02
NaC2H302.HC3H502(?)
0.00
—20.8
38.35
58.0
3.07
—23.3
38.60
61.0
4.29
—24.0
39.01
73.0
6.08
—25.3
39-51
75.5
40.32
84.2
(b) Solid phase
41.45
91.0
NaC2H302.2HC3H302
42.56
102.0
43.19
105.0
6.08
—20.3
8.56
— 9-0
11.62
4.0
14.45
15.0
16.80
21.0
19-54
30.5
21.27
36.5
23.22
42.0
25.66
45.1
26.40
45.9
29.70
50.5
33.01
53.25
35.13
53.0
37.17
52.0
3^DaYidson and Rzmskill, Journal of the American Chemical Society, 63, 1221 (1941)j
^Kpnriall
A/HIac ibid.,
iUiJ 43,
A3 i1470
A-rs\ (1921).
»
s ^
Kendall onH
and Adler,
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III. System Strontium Chloride-Propionic Add.
This system was studied by Robert Hall.
Davidson and Chappell4 found that strontium chloride
exhibits retrograde solubility in anhydrous acetic acid. This
was the only case of retrograde solubility to have been observed
in an acetic acid solution.
it would seem to be of interest to determine whether this
salt shows similar retrograde solubility in anhydrous propionic
acid. Hall found that strontium chloride did indeed exhibit
retrograde solubility in this solvent, also. No solvates were
isolated; the solid phase in equilibrium with saturated solutions
was anhydrous strontium chloride. The solubility of the salt in
propionic acid was found to be less than in acetic acid; as one
would predict since propionic acid is the next member above
acetic acid (differs by CH2) in the homologous fatty acid series.
Strontium chloride was found to be more than twice as
soluble in propionic acid at 30oC. than at 100oC.
Data for this system are listed in Table 3 and recorded graphically in Fig. 3. For comparison, data for the solubility of strontium
chloride in acetic acid are also shown in Fig. 3. In Table 3, S denotes the mole percentage of strontium chloride, and T the corresponding equilibrium temperature.

TABLE 3
Strontium Chloride-Propionic Acid.
T
(a)Solid phase
SrCU
0.76
1.04
1.26
1.42
1.64
4

99-0
67.5
50.7
40.0
30.0

Davidson and Chappell, ibid., 60, 2043 (1938).
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Fig. 3. A. System strontium chloride-propionic acid.
B. System strontium chloride-acetic acid.

IV. The System Acetamide-Propionic Acid.
This system was investigated by Gertha Addison and Ralph
Bass.
The data are listed in Table 4 and recorded graphically in
Fig. 4. In Table 4, S denotes mole percentage of propionic acid
and T the corresponding equilibrium temperature.
From the solubility curves it is apparent that a solvate
CHsCONHz.HCsHbO* is formed. This solvate tends to decompose partially before reaching its melting point of about
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minus 12 °C. This solvate is the solid phase in equilibrium with
saturated solutions containing about 56 to 83 mole percentage of
propionic acid. The solvate CHaCONHU.HCsHsOa has not
been previously reported.
One will note a marked similarity between these solubility
curves and the curves for the system Acetamide-Acetic Acid.®
TABLE 4
Acetamide-Propionic Acid.
S

T

S

T

81.0
76.5
72.5
65.0
59.5
54.5
52.0
47.5
39.0
36.0
29-0
17.25
14.70
11.0
7.0

70.06
75.05
75.39
79.88
80.52

—18.0
—21.5
—22.0
—24.0
—25.0

(a)Solid phase
CH sCONH z
0.00
5.28
10.32
18.96
25.16
29.66
31.88
34.87
40.29
41.37
44.90
49.78
50.64
51.70
52.77

(c) Solid phase
HCaH sO e
85.18
89.61
90.0
94.94
100.00

(b) Solid phase
CHaC0NH2.HC3H502
51.7
52.77
54.84
55.00
59-75
64.80
5

—12.0
—12.5
—12.0
—13.5
—14.0
—15.5

Sisler, Davidson, Stoenner, and Lyon, ibid., 66, 1888 (1944).

—26.0
—24.5
—24.0
—22.5
—20.8
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Fig. 4. System acetamide-propionic acid.
V. The System Urea-Propionic Acid.
Work on this system was performed by James Zirk.
The data are listed in Table 5 and recorded graphically in
Fig. 5. In Table 5, S denotes mole percentage of urea and T the
corresponding equilibrium temperature.
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From about 12.5 to 36.5 mole percentage of urea the solid
phase in equilibrium with saturated solutions is the solvate
(NH 2) 2CO.HC 3H 5O 2. This solvate has an incongruent melting
point, and at about 36.5 mole percent urea and 320C. it decomposes. At higher concentrations of urea the solid phase is anhydrous urea. Crystals of the mono solvate were filtered and
dried; and then analyzed.
Calculated for (NHs^ CO.HCsH^ : HCsHsCX, 55.2195.
Found: HC3H5O2, 55.2495, 55.2095, and 55.4296.
This solvate has not been previously reported.
TABLE 5
Urea-Propionic Acid.
S

T

(a) Solid phase
HC3H502
0.00
1.95
2.91

-

—20.8
—22.0
—22.5

(b) Solid phase
(NH2)2CO. 2HC3H602(?)
4.91
6.03
8.84
10.68
11.99

—19.0
—17.5
—13.5
—12.0
—11.78

(c) Solid phase
(NH2)2C0.HC3H502
15.23
19.50
25.26
29.70
34.65
35.59

0.00
11.50
21.0
26.8
30.0
31.25

S

T

, (d) Solid ohase
(NH2)2CO
36.95
39.54
40.99
43.77
46.00
48.62
53.00
63.55
68.69
81.33
94.45
100.00

37.5
47.5
54.9
64.0
70.5
80.0
88.66
101.5
107.5
118.0
128.0
132.0

68
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Fig. 5. System urea-propionic acid.
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SUMMARY
1. The solubilities of sodium propionate, sodium acetate,
strontium chloride, acetamide, and urea in anhydrous propionic acid have been determined over a wide range of
temperatures.
2. Strontium chloride was found to exhibit retrograde solubility
in propionic acid as well as in acetic acid.
3. Four new compounds NaCsHsO^HCaHsOa, NaCzHsC^.
2HC3H502, CH3C0NH2.HC3H502, and (NH2)2CO.
HC3H5O2 have been isolated.
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HISTORY;
Ante-bellum race problems
THE GREAT FEAR
Daniel M. McFarland

It would have been obvious to the most casual observer of
North Carolina in 1831 that the last vestiges of an older society
were crumbling and that there was a defensive reluctance about
submission to change among the people. One would have
sensed a mixture of anxiety and of irritable suspicion in political
discussions. The strong liquid refreshment in the many taverns
of that time was hardly as strong as the political feeling expressed
wherever men gathered.
There was talk of hard times and scarcity of money. A general
sentiment prevailed that somehow the North and its demands for
a high tariff were responsible for the evils of the day. But financial
conditions were secondary to the question which posed a more
acute danger to the minds of North Carolinians in 1831. In
England a strong movement was under way to abolish slavery
in the British West Indies. Even closer at home were people who
made louder and louder demands for the abolition of slavery in
America. It seemed that the very foundations of Southern
civilization were at stake.
A pamphlet published by David Walker, a native of Wilmington, caused consternation among North Carolinians in 1830.
Walker was a free Negro who had moved to Boston a few years
before. In his pamphlet he had written bluntly that slaves, if
they were men, should rise up and strangle those who kept them
in bondage. This was rather disquieting philosophy, even in
such a haven of liberty as North Carolina. The Legislature of
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1830 was upset by copies of Walker's Appeal. To make certain
that no future Negro should go North to write pamphlets, an
act was passed making it illegal to teach slaves to read or write.1
During the summer of 1831 there was frequent news of
slave revolts in Latin America. Reports from Martinique, Antigua,
Santiago, and many other places caused a growing feeling of
apprehension. Each mail seemed to bring word of new outbreaks
somewhere in the world.2 People began to feel uneasy. Was it
possible for it to happen in North Carolina?
In August, newspapers in North Carolina and Virginia called
attention to a singular appearance of the sun, moon, and stars
on the thirteenth and fourteenth. The color of the sun just after
rising and for a few hours before setting on Saturday and Sunday
was a deep sky-blue. Shadows were tinged by the same hue. A
long season of rain had recently ended, and a heavy mist still
hung over the earth. Everything had assumed an eerie appearance
which frightened the superstitious. On the twenty-third there
was an eclipse of the moon. Slaves were reported to be more
restless and disobedient than usual. Tension mounted as each
day passed.3
A storm broke in the middle of August. Early one morning
Levi Waller came running into Murfreesboro, ten miles south of
the Virginia-North Carolina line, with a story that his wife and
ten children had been murdered by Negroes. Rumors of an
insurrection among the slaves in Southampton County, Virginia,
began to spread down the sandy roads of Carolina. Militia
assembled and made ready to march to Virginia. There was
apprehension and panic and prayer in the air. The terrible day
had come.4
1 Governor John Owen's Letter Book, 1830 (MS notebook in the North Carolina
men
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Several weeks passed before accurate news reached Raleigh
about what had happened in Virginia. A slave named Nat Turner
had for some time been talking to little groups of slaves about
freedom. He believed that he had been chosen to lead his race
out of captivity, and he had waited for a sign from heaven to show
him that the time of deliverance was at hand. The strange appearance of the sun on the thirteenth and fourteenth was interpreted as the sign. Sunday night the family to whom Nat belonged were killed. In the four days before the insurrection had
collapsed over fifty whites were killed. As a result, sixteen
Negroes were formally executed after trials, twelve were transported, and many more free Negroes fled from Virginia. The
number killed by the enraged whites will never be known. One
account lists almost a hundred. Detachments of militia were
rushed to Virginia from North Carolina, and in several counties
near the Virginia border Negroes were killed or arrested.3
The insurrection in Virginia came to a bloody end. It was
the culmination of a series of events which created such an
inflammable state of mind in North Carolina that even the
smallest spark was certain to cause an emotional explosion.
Militia continually patrolled the fields and roads of the state.
Men gathered in small groups to talk about the events of the
last year. Gradually a great fear had permeated the minds of the
people.6
In September a new crisis came. A Negro in Sampson county
told authorities he had heard that Dave, a Negro owned by the
sheriff, was organizing a revolt among the slaves to take place
the first of October. This information reached Raleigh on Monday night, the twelfth of October. The story was already fantastically twisted and magnified.7
3Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943), PP- 293-313.
6
Unpublished Legislative Papers, 1831-1832, Box 462, in N.C.D.A.H., Raleigh,
North Carolina. Governor Montfort Stokes' Letter Book, 1830-1831, pp. 52-74.
"'Star (Raleigh). September 15. 1831. Raleigh Register, September 15, 1831.
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During the next week hundreds of reports flew wildly about
the state. Dave was easily arrested. In terror, he confessed to
plans which seemed to confirm the worst suspicions. He was
going to organize an army of slaves and march by two routes on
Wilmington, spreading destruction and freeing the slaves as he
went. The confession was soon reported as if the plan were
actual reality. Whole families, it was said, had been massacred.
People in Louisburg heard that slaves were beginning to bum
property. Men had it on good authority that Wilmington and
Clinton had been destroyed. In Raleigh it was reported that the
people of Fayetteville had blown up the bridge over the Cape
Fear in order to save that city. Stories of fiendish butcheries were
heard wherever men gathered. Wayne, Lenoir, Johnston, Bladen,
Duplin, Wake, and New Hanover counties, it was rumored, were
filled with plundering bands.8
Farmers living on isolated farms rushed with their families
to tne protection of villages. In several places people fled to the
swamps to hide. Wagoners, hearing that brown banditti were
near, emptied their wagons at the side of the road so as to get to
town faster. The postmaster of Wilmington sent stages to other
towns to report that his city was under martial law and was soon
to be attacked by a large army of slaves. In Fayetteville arms
were distributed for a last ditch stand, yet a group of men were
allowed to leave that town to go to the aid of Clinton."
Raleigh was in a state of frenzied agitation. Patrols were
formed to walk the streets by day and night, and every able-bodied
man was called to arms. Powder, lead, and flint were collected
for the defense. Some of this ammunition was sent to the aid of
Smithfield, following reports that seventeen families had been
murdered in that vicinity. It was agreed that the Presbyterian
church was to serve as a center of resistance. If the insurgents

Sepceibtto^rSu' SePteinber 15' 1831- ^
^Carolina Observer (Fayetteville), September 14, 21, 28, 1831.

(Tarborough),
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began an attack upon Raleigh, a bell would be rung. All women
and children were to be then rushed to the church so that they
might be more easily defended. One night John O Rourke s
blacksmith shop caught fire. The usual fire alarm caused consternation. For over an hour there were scenes of terror and
confusion. All believed the attack had actually begun. Most of
the town's seventeen hundred population stampeded to the
church. Negroes were even more frightened than whites, and
many of them rolled on the ground and screamed for mercy from
some unseen hand.10
In Richmond county, iron objects were found which could
have been used as spears. It was said that a slave arsenal had been
discovered. How many more arms must be hidden away! Hillsborough received news that an army was about to seize the
capital city. Military forces were sent to the defense of Raleigh.
Late on the afternoon of September twentieth, a woman in
Rutherfordton reported that she had overheard a slave named
Fed, who claimed to be a preacher, telling other slaves of plans
for an insurrection of Negroes who worked for gold mining
companies in Burke and Rutherford counties. Patrols were
organized, weapons passed out and many suspected persons
arrested. Fed was arrested, and in an attempt to ingratiate himself
with the authorities he implicated many other slaves.11
A copy of the famous Liberator, published in Boston since
January, was found in the Raleigh post office during this period.
The grand jury of the Wake county superior court indicted the
editor and publisher of that emancipation journal for their support
of attempts by slaves to win their freedom. Yankee interference
in the domestic affairs of the South was denounced. Governor
Stokes requested Massachusetts to surrender William Lloyd
10
Raleigh Register, September 15, 1831. Copy of an address on the history of
Raleigh by Kemp P. Battle, July 4, 1876, News and Observer (Raleigh), July 29, 1951.
Raleigh Register, October 6. November 3, 1831. North Carolina Spectator and
Western Advertiser (Rutherfordton), September 24, October 1, 8, 15, 1831.

Garrison and Isaac Knapp to the Wake court, but this was never
done. Such incidents were to cause conflict for many years to
come.12
By the end of September, life began to return to something
approaching normalcy. The Fayetteville Carolina Observer remarked wryly: "Not a single party of negroes, nay, not a single
individual, has been found in arms or in rebellion, in any of the
counties." No acts of treason had been committed, no whites
had been killed, no outrage had been perpetrated.13 Slowly the
realization came that the danger was only in men's minds. The
editors of the Raleigh Register were poetical in their relieved
explanation.
The flying rumors gather'd as they roll'd,
Scarce any tale was sooner heard than told,
And all who told it added something new,
And all who heard it, made enlargement too:
In every ear it spread, on every tongue it grew.14
Before the great fear subsided, many lives were needlessly
sacrificed. In Sampson county at least two, and in Duplin and
New Hanover at least six Negroes were put to death without trial.
In all, some eighteen persons were executed by the authorities
or killed by mobs. Tradition had it that the heads of four men
executed in Wilmington were hung in conspicuous places as a
warning. Fortunately most of the accused were kept in jail until
regular court sessions. By that time most of the rumors had been
disproved and it was realized that there was little or no evidence
against those under arrest.15
The autumn of the great fear was a transition point in the
history of slavery in North Carolina. Until 1830 many men in the
state had believed, as had Jefferson, in benevolent treatment of
slaves and their gradual emancipation. Societies to free slaves
12
Raleigh Register, October 13, 1831.
13
Carolina Observer (Fayetteville), September
li
Raleigh Register, September 22, 1831.
15

21, 1831.

Andrew J. Howell, The Book of Wilmington (Wilmington, 1927), pp. 85-86.
Raleigh Register, October 26, November 10, 1831.
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and transport them to the American West, Africa, or the Caribbean
area had been popular. Governors served as presidents of Manumission and Colonization organizations. The most prominent
people in the state belonged to them. By 1831, however, the
institution of slavery was on the defensive. Benevolent societies
withered away. The institution of slavery turned to restrictions
and armed force in a final attempt to survive. A Virginia
General Assembly ended the last hopes of voluntary emancipation in the Old Dominion before 1831 ended. Within four
years the Old North State had even taken the rights of citizenship from free Negroes. Such was the legacy of Nat Turner.
The generation that lived in the three decades before the war
between the states was never again entirely relieved from the
great fear of slave insurrection.
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SOCIOLOGY:
Folklore
AN OCCULT REMEDY MANUSCRIPT
FROM PENDLETON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA
John Stewart and Elmer L. Smith

The first white settlers of Pendleton County, a mountainous
region bordering the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, came from
southeastern Pennsylvania and were of German and Swiss origin.
The early pioneers were part of a migration which included the
settlement of Hardy County, West Virginia; Highland County,
Virginia, and counties in the Great Valley of Virginia, These
people used the German language and spoke the PennsylvaniaDutch dialect. The dialect is still used today by the majority of
elderly people in several sections of Pendleton County and in a
few areas in the Shenandoah Valley.
It was, therefore, not surprising that a hand-written manuscript, almost exclusively in German script, with definite traces of
the dialect, was discovered in Pendleton County in one of the
areas where the dialect is still spoken today. The document, more
than twelve pages small folio, was wrapped in pig skin and tied
with a black ribbon. Much of the manuscript was in such poor
condition that only painstaking repair work rendered it readable.
The manuscript is believed to have been written and compiled
by a settler who came from Germany by way of Pennsylvania in
the latter part of the eighteenth century. Although his name is
not mentioned in the manuscript, he was locally recognized for
his ability to read and write German.
Some writing, in English, was added by another person in
1886. Because a date is missing, the time of the original writing
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cannot be judged except through analysis of the paper used, the
ink the style of writing, and other relevant data. Comparisons
with manuscripts of similar paper and content would probably
place it towards the end of the eighteenth century or somewhat
earlier because of the pig skin cover.1
There are sixty-four consecutively numbered recipes in the
manuscript and a table of contents. Numbers sixty to sixty-three
are missing. Nine unnumbered recipes and three recipes in
English were added at a later time. A magic square was also
included.
Though the manuscript does not follow any particular pattern, the recipes can be classified by subject as follows:
number in parentheses refers to the numbers of recipes.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sickness and disease of human beings
Dog bite, and snake bite
Animals (horses, cows, mice)
Ways to catch thieves and have stolen goods returned
Ways to stay shots
Bewitching of people and animals
Miscellaneous items
a. Ways to make a woman tell her secrets
b. How to be right at all times
c. A blessing for safety at all times
d. Ways to extinguish a fire
e. A magic square

(The
(^)
^ ^
)
( 3;
^ ^
\ 1

Thus we find a variety of subject matter, ranging from occult
cures and Braucha magic to non-occult cures. Two examples of
the occult type are the following:
4S

Z89

Consumption.2 On the first Friday in the new light, cut three
small pieces of wood from the place where consumption prevails
IS pS" small place otpa?ec Dig a hole in a mee when the
sun rises. Put the paper into the hole and then close it up with a
plug.

'20The numbers on the left refer to numbered items in the Pendleton manuscript.
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25. To Stay a Shot. Shot stand still in the name of God. Give neither
fire nor flames. As sure as the beloved Mother of God has remained a pure virgin (Rock of Gibraltar) + + + while dissolving
it say; God, his joy and glory! (This spell refers to holding a
rifle from firing.)
Here are two non-occult recipes which could have been
taken from a doctor's book of the eighteenth century;
57. For Moist Gangrene. Roast red turnips in the oven so that they
can be crushed. Add to it unsalted butter or pig's fat and put it
heavily on the bare skin. It is going to hurt very much for three
hours until the gangrene is over but the cure is certain.
30. Lumbago Pains. Take the roots of wool weed, make powder
out of it, put it in wine and let it stand for 24 hours. Afterwards,
take the wine and drink 1!4(?) at once. Thus you will never be
afflicted with lumbago.
A number of the recipes are identical or similar to items
found in the booklets: Albertus Magnus' Egyptian Secrets or While
and Black Art for Man and Beast and John George Hohman's Long
Lost Friend or Bow-Wows, A Collection of Mysterious and Invaluable
Arts and Remedies. The latter is probably either a translation from
the original published in Berks County, Pennsylvania, in 18193 or
a translation of Hohman's Lang Verhorgener Freund, Fnthaltend
Wunderbare und Frprobte Heilmittel, and Kunste fur Menschen und
Vieh, originally published in 1840.4
The Egyptian Secrets booklet seems to be an English translation of a German publication, issued in Braband in 1839. Bewahrte
und Approbierte, Sympathetische und Naturliche Fgyptische Geheimnisse fur Menschen und Vieh in three volumes. The full English
translation of the title conforms to the German except that the
Englisn title adds "... white and black art for man and beast,
revealing the forbidden knowledge and mysteries of ancient
philosophers." There is an ironic touch in the English edition
because the German edition claims that anyone who reprints the
3

E. L. Smith, editor.^ Pennsylvania Dutch Folklore. Akron, Applied Arts, I960, p. 7.
Braun Carleton. The Long Hidden Friend,
of American Folklore, Vol.
XVII (1904), pp. 89-152.
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book shall be eternally damned ""er wird weder Rast noch Ruh
haben Tag und Nacht, weder hier noch dort. Dazu verhielfe ihm
Gott Vater, Sohn und Heiliger Gott."s The pirated English
edition translates word for word, "Such a being would never find
rest nor quiet, by day or night neither here, below nor in the hereafter . . . this would God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit grant."
A number of other such books and pamphlets had appeared
in Germany prior to Albertus Magnus' Egyptian Secrets, mostly
attributed to Magnus or Dr. Faustus, dating back to the seventeenth century. One of these is "Der Schwarze Rab," Dr. Fausti
oder "Guter und Boser Geister Erscheinung in Rabe Gestalt"
("The Black Raven" of Dr. Faustus or "Good and Bad Spirits
Appearing in the Spectre of Raven"). This pamphlet, as well as
one supposedly having been printed in Rome with a preface of
Pope Alexander VI, contained the Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses
(Moses Bibliae Magicae). An English edition, printed in this
country without an indication of the date or the publisher, is a
hodge-podge of senseless formulas and signs. One more source
should be mentioned: the Romanus Buchlein, printed in Venice, no
date, and containing remedies of West and South Germany. The
cure for thrash0 in the Pendleton manuscript is similar to one in
the Romanus Buchlein:
16. Thrash. Job, Job went across the land. He carries a wand in his
hand. There came our Lord, Our Lord spoke, Job, Job, why are
you so sad? Why should I not be sad? My little child has the
thrash of the tongue and the mouth. + + + 3 times.
Job, Job ging uber Land. Er dragt ein Stablein in seiner Hand.
Da vorkam ihm Gott der Herr. Gott der Herr Sprach. Job, Job,
warum drauerst du so sehr. Herr warum soli ich nicht draurig
sein? Es will mein Kindlein Zung und Mund verfaulen. + + +
3 Mai
6
Adolf Wuttke. Der Deutsche Alerglaube der Gegenwart (3rd edition), Berlin,
Wiegandt and Grieben, 1900.
"Thrash or Thrush "makes its appearance by little ulcerations in the mouth,
tongue, etc., of a white colour." Mackenzie's Five Thousand Receipts, Philadelphia,
1831, p. 248.
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Romanus Buchlein 7
Job, Zog uber das Land, der hat den Stab in seiner Hand. Da
begegnet ihm Gott der Herre und sprach zu ihm. Job warum
trauerst du so sehr? Er sprach. Ach Gott, warum soil ich nicht
trauern, mein Schlund und mein Hand wird mir abfallen.
Compare this recipe with one used in Pennsylvania:8
Job lay upon the dung
As our dear Lord Jesus came along
"Job, why dost thou mourn?"
"Why should I not weeping and mourning be?
When my lips and tongue would rot for me?"
Take three straws out of the dung,
Draw them through your mouth along,
And your lips and tongue will again be strong.
The sick one lies upon the dung and then takes three straws out
of the manure and draws them through the mouth and says the
words about and draws each one through three times until the
above words have been spoken. Then he ties them together and
hangs them in the chimney.
The writers interviewed elderly persons in Pendleton and
Rockingham counties who knew about this cure in practice and
through oral tradition. One said, "My daddy cured for thrash . . .
He would go into the stable and get straws from the manure pile.
Take the straw and draw it through the mouth of the person three
times. While he passed the straw through the mouth he said
"strong words' that he claimed were in the Bible. He also said the
"high words.' He then took the straws and tied a string around
them and hung them in back of the stove or next to the chimney.
When the straw is dry the thrash disappears."9
These are some of the possible written German sources of
the Pendleton County document. Some were probably copied,
others were printed merely to make money, and often artificially
concocted, containing some magic folk beliefs. "Sie sind grosstenteils reine Betrugereien." (They are mainly fabricated.)10
7Wuttke, p. 172.

8
Brendle, p. 113.
9
Tape Recording
10

Wuttke, p. 189.

*10, August 11, 1962.
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It cannot be determined whether the manuscript was entirely
copied from miscellaneous sources or whether certain portions
were handed down through the more effective source of magic—
the oral tradition.
Let us now examine a few occult formulas as examples of the
Pendleton manuscript.
34. Extinguish a fire (Fur Feuer Loschen). "To extinguish a fire and
smoke without water, write the following letters on both sides
of a plate and throw it into the fire. Thus it will extinguish itself
slowly."
S A T O R
A R E P O
TENET
OPERA
ROTAS
The buildings at the Cloister of the Sabbatarian monastic
sect at Ephrata, Pennsylvania, were all built of wood including
the chimney flues. They were believed to be immune from fire
because of a mystic ritual used by the Brotherhood which included
the use of a plate on which an inscription was written on a Friday
during the waning of the moon. "These plates were built in
the walls or foundations of the houses.... In the event of the
burning of any building not thus protected the belief was that
if a platter of this kind were thrown into the burning building in
the name of God the fire would at once die out."11
More than twenty brothers of this mystic sect are known to
have migrated to the Shenandoah Valley and into adjoining West
Virginia.
The Sator formula has been used against the bewitching of
animals. In Southern Germany horses were supposed to eat the
formula, written on a piece of paper. Wuttke calls this formula
"Erfinderische Willkur" (ingenious choice of words) and cannot
11
Julius Sachse. The German Sectarians ofBennsylvania, 2742-1800, Philadelphia,
1910. pp. 374-75.
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see any sense in it. Elworthy reports that the same formula,
written on a crust of a loaf, is effective for the bite of a dog.
"Haec verba pani azymo inscripta, affra, gaffra, gaffrizen, etc.
[nonsense words] prodesse dicuntur." In a footnote he states
that this formula, though differently arranged, is a Roman charm
found at Cirencester12 written on a piece of plaster.
This formula, though starting with rotas in the first line,
following with opera, contained as Item 46 in the Pendleton manuscript, can be used against arthritis, against having one's house
struck by lightning, and the bite of a mad dog (provided he
eats the formula right after it thunders). The arthritis cure is
only effective if written on a piece of paper and tied on the back
of the patient, 3 times, for 24 hours each.
47. To Stop Blood. Take a straw, put blood on it. Write the following
letters and write them on the forehead of the person who is
bleeding: O. I. P. U. L. U.
A similar charm can be found in the account book of Henry
Kolb of Skippach Township, Montgomery County, Pa. "To still
the flow of blood, even if of the pulse vein, make the letters with
the blood of the patient on his forehead: O. I. P. U. L. U."13
The letters mentioned above do not seem to have any more
meaning than some of the other letters and numbers used in the
Pendleton manuscript:
18. "OAE and VEOAEP and BEOAEV"—against cramps
19- "l.g.v.ll.r., 3.1.2.1."—end of a blessing
The magic square in the manuscript, though probably added
at a later date, should be mentioned:
4 3 8
9 5 1
2 7 6
12
Thomas
13

F. Elworthy. TheEvilEye (New York, 1958), pp. 405-401.
Brendle and Unger, p. 44.
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Notice that the addition of any three figures in line will
total 15. Elworthy gives an example of a magic square with
different numbers totaling 72 which was supposed to have been a
charm againsr being bewitched. He adds, "There is abundant
evidence in all lands of the value attached to certain words,
usually written, though they may be merely uttered, to keep off
evil from, or to bring good to the user. ... "14
The magic square and the frequent occurrence of the numbers
three, seven, and seventy-seven should not surprise the reader.
These are magic numbers, brought into Europe through Oriental
influence.
35. Toothache. Take a new, unused nail, stick the tooth with it until
it bleeds, then take the nail and hammer it on the rafter (?) in the
basement, towards sunrise, at a place where into neither sun nor
moon ever shines. The first time you strike thenail say: Toothache
flee. The second time, Toothache go away. The third time,
Toothache you have gone in the name of the Father, the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost.
Here is an example of transferrence. The toothache is transferred from the patient to the nail. "The essential trait of this
procedure is the bringing of the creatures or object to be infected
into immediate contact with the sufferer."15
One example is presented to point out that certain portions
of the manuscript can be traced back to early medieval sources.
"They do not fester, they do not swell, they do not suppurate.
. . ." Reference is made here to the wound which Longinus inflicted upon Jesus on the cross. The same formula is used for expectant mothers, weakness in horses, and other cures. A blessing
to heal a wound is similarly worded and goes back to the 14th
century. "The origin of the formula is presumed to be Latin and
derived from the Longinus blessing."16
14Elworthy, pp. 402-403.
16
Wuttke, p. 9.
16
F. Halsig, Der Zauberspruch bet den Germanen. (1910), p. 97.
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42. To Lessen Pain. Our dear Lord Jesus Christ has many boils and
wounds but did not have them bandaged. They do not fester,
they do not swell, they do not suppurate. Jonas was blind, I said,
the heavenly child. Thus you are afflicted with the holy wounds.
They will not cure, they will nor fester. From them I take water
and blood. That is good for n.n. From his pains and wounds.
+ + + 3 times.
The Pendleton manuscript, as the examples indicate, contains a number of occult cures. Some of these and some nonoccult cures, not mentioned in this article, are known to exist in
the oral tradition of the Pennsylvania Germans in the Valley of
Virginia and adjacent areas. They are part of the tradition and
belief of the population of Pennsylvania German origin. These
beliefs can be traced to Pennsylvania and to the European homeland. The Pendleton manuscript has survived as a curious example
and should remind us of the continuity of tradition and of our
superstitious beliefs in a modern scientific age.
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ABSTRACTS OF MASTERS' THESES

A STUDY OF THE ANNUAL PERIOD OF SPERMATOGENESIS

IN

UROCYON

CINEROARGENTEUS

CINEROARGENTEUS IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
VIRGINIA
Robert A. Graves
Department of Biology
(Madison College, 1963)
An analysis was made of approximately one hundred testes
taken from the Eastern gray fox, Urocyon cineroargenteus cineroargenteus, in Rockingham County, Virginia, between November
I960 and April 1963, for the purpose of establishing its annual
period of spermatogenesis. The specimens were fixed in Bouin's
solution by trappers in the field and sent to the laboratory for
analysis. After a measurement was made of the length of the
testes, the middle third of the specimens were embedded in
paraffin, cut at ten microns, and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin.
The slides were examined for the following information,
and an analysis was made of the data obtained: (l) percentage
of tubules open, (2) percentage of tubules with sperm, (3)
number of sperm per tubule, (4) presence of sperm associated
with Sertoli cells, (5) presence of cell division in the tubules,
(6) diameter of tubules, (7) percentage of epididymis sections
with sperm, and (8) number of sperm per epididymis section.
The testes were the smallest, 12-13 millimeters, during
the summer months of June, July, and August. The mean
diameter of the tubules was minimal during July, August, and
September, and they showed a gradual increase in size, as did
the testes, from September until January. The testes reached
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a maximum mean length of 19-6 millimeters in January, and the
tubules reached the greatest mean diameter of 223.9 microns
in February. The first tubules to possess a lumen were collected
October 7, but since no data was available for September, the
tubules may have begun to open before that date.
Cell division was first evident in the tubules October 10,
about a month before sperm were first found to be present.
Sperm first became evident in the tubules, and in the epididymis,
November 12. The mean number of sperm estimated to be
present in the tubules was the highest during January and February, the two months during which the mean tubule diameters
and the mean length of the testes were the greatest. The analysis
of available data indicates that the height of spermatogenesis
is reached during January and February.
The mean number of sperm estimated to be present in the
tubules showed a gradual decrease in number from February
until they were last observed in the tubules, May 6. This decrease was accompanied by a gradual reduction in the mean
diameter of the tubules, and by a reduction in the mean length
of the testes. May 12 was the last date in which the tubules
were found to possess a lumen. This date coincided with the
last observation showing the presence of cell division in the
tubular epithelium.
From forty-five slides of a field sample taken without regard
for months, a measurement and a sperm count was made of
four seminiferous tubules from each slide. The coefficient of
correlation between the mean tubule diameters and the mean
number of sperm present for months was found to be significant
at the 0.05 level for an r of 0.76 at 8 df.
The mean length of 124 sperm
manent slides, and selected without
The mean width of 54 sperm heads
using the same technique, was 3-37

heads examined from perdesign, was 5.74 microns.
from the same slides, and
microns. The mean total
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length of 69 live sperm was 67.09 microns with a range of 61.88
microns to 71.40 microns.
The analysis of available data indicates that the annual
period of spermatogenesis in the Eastern gray fox, U. cineroargenteus cineroargenteus, of Rockingham County, Virginia,
extends from about the middle of October to about the second
week of May.

STUDIES ON THE ECOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHIC
DISTRIBUTION OF MACROSCOPIC CAYERNICOLOUS INVERTEBRATES OF THE CENTRAL
APPALACHIANS
John R. Holsinger
Department of Biology
(Madison College, 1963)
More than 2,000 caves are developed in the unglaciated
Paleozoic limestones of the central Appalachians in Virginia
and West Virginia. During three years of field work more than
200 of these caves were biologically explored both for invertebrate fauna and for ecological data.
A total of approximately 190 invertebrate species and subspecies (including both described and undescribed forms) are
presently known from central Appalachian caves. Roughly 150
of these species were collected and identified during the recent
field work, about 20 of which were previously undescribed.
Distribution of these forms is as follows: Tricladia 4, Oligochaera
8, Hirudinea 1, Amphipoda 6, Decapoda 4, Isopoda 10, Chilopoda 5, Diplopoda 27, Symphyla 1, Collembola 18, Diplura 1,
Diptera 11, Orthoptera 4, Coleoptera 47 (est.), Mecoptera 1,
Acarina 4, Opiliones 1, Araneida 23, Chelonethida 10 (est.),
and Gastropoda 4. Approximately 96 of these are troglobites,
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i.e., obligatory cavernicoles. The remainder are either troglophiles
(facultative cavernicoles) or trogloxenes (either accidental or
habitual to caves).
All caves exhibited four major environmental factors: (l)
total darkness (beyond the twilight zone), (2) high relative
humidity which was nearly 100 per cent in most caves, (3) low
constant temperature which averaged between 10oC. and 120C.
throughout the year, and (4) relative scarcity of food. Humidity
and temperature were usually constant in the deeper areas of most
caves but a variation in both factors was often noted near cave
entrances, especially in winter. Troglobites were almost invariably
found in areas where the relative humidity was very high and
where the temperature was comparatively constant.
Five types of food were observed in caves; (l) decaying
vegetable matter, (2) fecal materials from trogloxenes, (3) dead
organisms, (4) live prey, and (5) micro-organisms. In most caves
the amount of available food was apparently the chief limiting
factor to fauna distribution when other major factors remained
constant.
Ecological associations with at least five different types of
habitats were noted as follows: (l) rimstone and rock basin
pools, (2) streams, (3) damp areas associated with decaying
vegetable matter and/or the dung of trogloxenes, (4) damp
silt and clay covered by rocks, and (5) damp to wet clay and
flowstone surfaces.
Troglobitic species found in groups such as anophthalmid
beetles, pseudotremid millipeds, and chthoniid pseudoscorpions
are endemic to one or several caves located in a small geographical
area. Other groups such as triclads, gammarid amphipods,
asellid isopods, conotylid millipeds, and certain entomobryid
collembolans contain troglobitic species which are moderately
endemic, i. e., range in caves over a comparatively wide but restricted geographical area or are restricted to caves situated in one
or several adjoining drainage basins. Still other groups such as
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ilinyphiid and nesticid spiders and certain other entoraobryids
are represented by troglobitic species which extend their ranges
over a wide geographical area and in some instances over several
states.
Four factors are postulated to account for the varying degrees
of speciation and endemism characteristic of different groups of
troglobites. These are: (l) geological events that have either
modified or enlarged karst areas and caves in particular regions,
(2) distribution of epigean ancestors, (3) length of time and degree
of isolation of certain species to caves, and (4) variations in the
rare of genetic changes in different species and populations of
cavernicoles.
Migration and gene exchange through subterranean water
channels developed under drainage divides is offered as an explanation for the present distribution of certain species of aquatic
troglobites.
Troglobitic species have apparently evolved from similar
epigean ancestors which were already partially adapted for a
subterranean existence. The isolation of certain species to caves
and genetic changes within cave-associated animal populations
are believed to be important mechanisms in troglobite evolution
and subsequent speciation. Many of the present-day troglobitic
forms have undoubtedly resulted from a surface-to-cave migration
of epigean ancestors during the Pleistocene when climatic conditions on the surface were more variable than today.
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A RESEARCH EOR THE PURPOSE OF PLANNING
AND DEVELOPING A STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR
THE FLORIDA CHAPTER OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION CLUBS OF AMERICA
Maurice Franklin Buckner
Department of Education
(Madison College, 1963)
PURPOSE
This original study of developing a handbook for the
Florida Chapter of the Distributive Education Clubs of America
is an outgrowth of observations and study made by the author
during the years of I960 through 1963.
The distributive education program which provides classroom study and on-rhe-job training must also help students
to mature from teenagers to business leaders. The objectives
of this handbook are:
1. To assist in improving the quality of club work in distributive
education.
.
2. To assist the high school distributive education coordinator in
relating subject matter to club work and participation.
3. To explain the contests used by the Distributive Education
Clubs of America and assist the students in participating in these
contests.
4. To better organize and correlate the club work in distributive
education.
5. To assist the members to gain leadership skills necessary for
good citizens of the American way of life.
The need for a standardized handbook became evident
in 1961 following the first State Leadership Conference in Orlando,
Florida. The 211 high school delegates representing 29 clubs
and 840 members throughout Florida had worked hard to
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organize a statewide conference. Although their hard work
was evident, their aims and goals were widely separated. The
handbook should help members of each club in setting similar
goals for the growth of the clubs.
THE PROCEDURE OF OPERATION
A request for copies of Distributive Education Club handbooks was made to the 49 states and Puerto Rico. Eleven states
sent copies, eight states do not include distributive education
in their curriculum, and the other states did not acknowledge
the request. The eleven handbooks submitted were studied
and evaluated for the development of this thesis.
A survey was made of the thirty-two D. E. Coordinators
in Florida to determine topics which should be included in the
handbook. The state D. E. Club advisor was consulted to determine which of the requested topics should be included following
summarization of the survey.
Five books reviewed by the author gave an insight into the
benefits of clubs and their relationship to vocational development
and leadership.
EVALUATION
As sections of the handbook were written, they were given
to club sponsors in Brevard and Orange Counties to be studied
by club members. The results of the students' study and participation were gratifying to the author. Top honors went to the
following schools in the above mentioned counties:
Stale
D. E. Student of the Year—Maynard Evans High, Orlando
Merchandise Manual—Titusville High, Titusville
Merchandise Manual (second place)—Maynard Evans High,
Orlando
Essay—Maynard Evans High, Orlando
Club of the Year Award—Melbourne High, Melbourne
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National
D. E. Student of the Year (fifth place)—Maynard Evans
High, Orlando
Essay—Southeast Region—Maynard Evans High, Orlando
Although there is no definite way to determine if the awards
were won because of the use of the handbook, the author and
state advisor assume it was extremely valuable.
The students enrolled in distribution courses at Brevard
Junior College studied the handbook, and they are going to
organize a collegiate D. E. Club in the fall of 1963 as a direct
result of their study.
Many businessmen in Brevard County, Orlando, and Tampa
reviewed parts of the handbook and expressed a great amount
of interest in the club work of the high school D. E. students.

CLOSING STATEMENTS
Since the author had no hypothesis to prove or disprove,
he worked on the assumption that the handbook would be
beneficial to students. With this in mind, the following statements summarize the results of this study:
1. The handbook will assist the students to professionalize their
club meetings.
2. The club sponsors will create a better challenge to the students
because they will work on a competitive basis for individual
and club achievement.
3. Club sponsors as well as the State D. E. Club Advisor were
extremely interested in the thesis as was evidenced by the response
to the questionnaire mentioned in Chapter II.
4. The writer found the following courses very beneficial: Human
Growth and Development, Research Methods in Education,
and Philosophy of Education.
5. This thesis contributed to the professional growth of the writer.
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A STUDY OF ASSUMED SIMILARITY PATTERNS
FROM STUDENTS' RATINGS OF THEMSELVES AND
OF THEIR PARENTS ON THE
FERENTIAL

SEMANTIC DIF-

Paul S. Kurtz
Department of Education
(Madison College, 1963)

Two events precipitated this research, one of which was a
need for a means of measuring family structure. The other event
was contact with Dr. Bernard Borislow, who had recently completed a scholastic prediction study (1961). Dr. Borislow had
developed a set of semantic differential scales, and it occurred to
the writer that these scales might also be useful in measuring
family structure. They were administered to the General Psychology class at Eastern Mennonite College, and the data were
analyzed in several comparisons.
The purpose of this present study is to investigate the manner
in which the subject's perception of himself relates to his perception of his parent, as measured by the semantic differential.
Osgood (1957) summarizes a series of similar studies as follows:
The parental identification picture we get as a whole is one in
which young men fit the expected pattern fairly well—normal men
identifying more with their fathers than their mothers, more with
both parents than do neurotic men, and seeing their fathers as nearer
the ideal. But this is not the case with the women subjects in these
studies. Young women seem to identify as much with their fathers as
their mothers; the distinctions between normal women show no
greater "semantic harmony" than the parents of neurotic women.
Whether this is a reflection of the male-dominance of our culture, is
characteristic of "professional" women or women of high intelligence, or perhaps represents an inadequacy of our definition of
identification in terms of semantic similarity between parent and
child remain as problems for future study, (p. 254.)
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In this study, no distinction is being made between types of
subjects. The variables are sex of subject, sex of parent, real self
as perceived by subject. From these variables it is hypothesized;
1. That men will show greater similarity to their father than
to their mother.
2. That women will show more similarity to their father
between their ideal self than real self.
3. That women will show greater similarity to mothers than
to fathers.
4. That women will show greater similarity between their
ideal self and their mother than between their real self
and their mother.
These specific hypotheses are derived from the general
notion that children would identify with parents of their own sex,
and that the parent tends to form the ideal for the child, to which
the child would strive.

METHOD
Subjects
The profiles of twenty-three women and twenty-two men are
included in this study, all general psychology students.
Procedure
Twenty-four scales of the semantic differential were administered to the subjects. Each subject was asked to rate four
concepts on each of the twenty-four scales. The concepts were:
Real-self, Ideal-self, Mother and Father. The calculation of the
D-score follows the method of Fiedler (1958). A large D-score
is caused by large differences in checking the scales, and would
indicate perceived dissimilarity. It is inversely related to the
degree of perceived similarity.
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RESULTS
The mean similarity scores with their standard deviations
are given in Table I. The hypotheses and the results are related
as follows:
TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF D-SCORES
Compared
Profiles
Self-ideal
Self-father
Self-mother
Ideal-father
Ideal-mother

OF THE GENERAL DATA
Women (N-23)
Men (N-22)
{Mean)
(SD)
{SD)
{Mean)
8.08
2.99
2.54
8.29
7.60
3.47
2.82
6.876.98
2.86
2.48
7.14
7.61
2.97
2.43
8.27
7.61
3.47
2.93
7.83

The results support the hypotheses in regards to similarity
with the parent of the same sex, but do not support the hypotheses
related to which of the self-concepts wul be most similai. The
hypotheses and the results are related as follows:
Hypothesis 1. That men show a greater similarity with their fathers
than with their mothers. This is not a significant difference,
but is in predicted direction.
Hypothesis 2. That men show more similarity to their fathers
between their ideal-self and their real-self. Actuady, the
reverse of this is significant at the .05 level of significance.
Hypothesis 3. That women show a greater similarity with their
mothers than with their fathers. This is not a significant
difference, but is in predicted direction.
Hypothesis 4. That women show greater similarity between their
ideal-self and their mothers than between their real-self and
mothers. The results are similar to those for the man, in
that the real-self is perceived nearer that of the mother
concept than the ideal. In this case, the difference is not
significant.
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An analysis of the scales themselves provide us observations
which will later be discussed. Table II shows the summaries of
the scales in light of the patterns they tend to form.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SCALES
Patterns
Parent of the opposite sex
has better quality in:

Scales
Friendly-Unfriendly
Shy-Sociable
Energetic-Tired

2.

Parent of own sex viewed as
having better quality:

Quitting-Persistent
Intelligent-Unintelligent
Realistic-Unrealistic

3.

Ideals similar to Mother;

Cooperative-Uncooperative
Ungrateful-Grateful
Thoughtless-Thoughtful
Easy going-Quick tempered
Boastful-Modest
Gloomy-Cheerful

4.

Ideals similar to Father:

Stable-Unstable
Confident-Unsure
Bold-Timid
Softhearted-Hardhearted
Practical-Impractical
Responsible-Unresponsible

1.

DISCUSSION
The results call for discussion of three major questions. The
first of these is "what does the assumed Similarity Score (D-score)
represent?
Altrocchi (1962) has rather thoroughly dissected
this score into its component variables by asking "What kinds
of people perceive what kinds of specific personality attributes
in what kinds of other people in what situations?" This study
tends to confirm the complexity of the assumed similarity, for
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it is quite obvious that much useful data is obscured in the
averaging process. This is especially noted in Table II.
The second question is "How may one account for the fact
that the offspring's ideal is so dissimilar from the parent?" The
original htp theses in this regard were anticipating that greater
similarity exists between S's ideal-self concept and his perception
of his parent. Yet in many cases, S perceived himself as more
nearly his ideal than he perceived his parent to be. Several possible explanations include the stress of ideals in the group, the
Regerian view of real-ideal discrepancy, and the possible lack of
validity of the SD technique.
The third question, "What is the usefulness of the SD as a
measurement of family structure?" is not very well substantiated
by this study. Theoretically, this involves the validity of the
scaling of personality attributes and the unidimensionality of the
attribute scales. Osgood (1957) has given considerable evidence
in favor of semantic scaling, but question arises as to the unidimensionality of scales used. If valid polarized adjective scales of
unidimensionality were constructed, and if situational variables
as well as personality variables were defined, then the probability
of measuring perceived family structures would become significant.

A SURVEY OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM IN THE
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
William Gehard Kinzie, II
Department of Music
(Madison College, 1963)
It was the purpose of the study to survey the music program
in the Rockingham county public schools; to interpret the
findings according to the guidelines articulated in the Virginia
music curriculum handbook, and to indicate possible areas of
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improvement. To gather the necessary information, questionnaires were devised and sent to most of the elementary teachers,
the four band directors, and the four choral class teachers. All
of the special music class questionnaires were returned and 110
were received from the elementary teachers. The elementary
returns represented 61% of the classrooms.
These were the findings as they related to the elementary
program:
1. Only the first grade was meeting the MENC's minimum
time requirement of 20 minutes a day for music. The 6th and
7th grades were averaging just 53 minutes a week.
2. A majority of the teachers had taken music education
and music appreciation courses as preparation for their music
teaching. Only 29%) of the 7th grade teachers had taken music
courses.
3. Relatively few teachers had recently taken refresher
courses in music.
4. A teacher subgroup, rich in music preparation and unevenly distributed throughout the county school system, had
favorably tinged the study.
5. The seventh grade had the smallest quantity of musically
prepared teachers and the weakest music program.
6. Musical experiences for the students were concentrated
in the middle grades, the two upper grades were musically
deprived.
7. About half of the teachers were doing their own music
teaching, the rest had assistance from practice teachers and educational television.
8. There were shortages in the number of texts and pianos
available but they were not severe.
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9. The music program was loosely organized and coordinated.
10. There was no music supervisor in the county.
For the elementary program a music supervisor was recommended to organize and co-ordinate the music effort. It was
also suggested that the better musically prepared teachers be
more equitably distributed throughout the schools. The meeting
of MENC minimum time requirements was another immediate
objective. More distant goals towards which to strive were
the acquiring of better trained teachers and more adequate
equipment.
The bands. The four bands and their feeders were found
to be making substantial progress. They represented the sole
instrumental experience available to the students as the county
has no string program. It was anticipated that additional faculty
would soon be needed if growth in the program was to be
continuous. Uniformity in academic credits given for band
work and in time spent rehearsing on school time are needed
reforms.
The choral program. The choral program revealed the greatest
diversity. There were considerable differences in the amount
of time spent practicing, in the number of concerts given, and
academic credits offered. There was a large group of mixed
voices who had to take the class as an extracurricular activity
with no credit. Another chorus of only twelve girls was privileged to meet as an academic class on school time. Status as an
academic class for all high school choruses and more funds to
meet operating needs were needed changes.
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AN HISTORICAL STUDY OF AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURING IN VIRGINIA
John Alton Brown
Department of Social Science and History
(Madison College, 1963)
This study includes three separate but related problems:
to find out what automobiles were manufactured in the state
of Virginia; to gather as much information about these companies
as is presently possible; and to determine why they failed.
Data for the study were gathered by primary research
methods. No books or pamphlets written on the subject were
found, and it may be assumed that none have been written.
Material was obtained by making trips to the three cities where
the automobiles were once manufactured. The personal interview was the method most used. Interviews were held with
former employees and elderly residents. A study of the automobile from its beginning in Europe was made by using a large
number of automobile publications. The development of the
internal combustion engine and its use in the United States
was also traced. Further information on early American cars
and early inventors was obtained along with facts about steam
and electric vehicles. A year-by-year record of production figures
and vehicle changes was also recorded in the general study.
Information on such facts as production, models, and manufacturing procedures of Virginia-produced automobiles were
obtained from photographs, automotive trade journals, periodicals, interviews, and books.
Additional information was obtained by writing letters
to persons having first-hand information on the companies or
the automobiles which they helped to manufacture. One of the
letters is incorporated into the study as substantiating evidence
and as an historical document.
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The first of the three companies studied was the Dawson
Manufacturing Company of Waynesboro, Virginia, which
produced Virginia's first self-propelled vehicle in 1901. Only
one car was actually produced by a Mr. Dawson who owned
the company. This steam car was sold locally and driven around
Waynesboro from 1901. Mr. Dawson was unable to secure
financial backing from the local residents and for this reason
closed his machine shop and returned to his home in the midwest. The only known advertisement of the Dawson Auto-Mobile
appeared in the Cycle and Automobile Trade Journal in March, 1901.
The probable reason for the failure of the Dawson Manufacturing Company was its location in a small southern town
where materials and investment of capital were hard to secure,
and lack of continued advertising for a new product.
The Kline Motor Corporation began production of motor
cars in Richmond early in 1912 at their new factory on North
Boulevard. The company had previously produced automobiles
in York, Pennsylvania, under the name of the B. C. K. Motor
Company.
Under the leadership of James A. Kline, its founder, the
new company, well backed financially by Richmond businessmen, had a prosperous beginning. During its ten years in Richmond the Kline Motor Corporation produced about eleven
thousand automobiles with an annual production of nearly one
thousand vehicles. These automobiles were custom-made and
expensive, which limited their market in Virginia and elsewhere.
During the ten-year period of production by the Kline Company, Virginia's automobile registrations increased about two
thousand percent while Kline production remained the same.
The probable reasons for the failure of the Kline Automobile Company were: failure to increase production, a dwindling share of the automobile market, the emergence of Detroit
as the automobile manufacturing center of the United States,
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and the business recession following World War I, which made
sales of custom-built cars extremely difficult.
The Piedmont Automobile Company of Lynchburg began
operations in a crude factory in 1917. This automobile was
assembled there from parts shipped in by numerous suppliers
throughout the United States. This company was well financed
with the sale of stock shares to the amount of five million dollars,
but turned out only about eight thousand vehicles during its
manufacturing period from 1917 to 1923. The Piedmont made
both four- and six-cylinder cars under their own name and under
the name of Lone Star, Bush, and Alsace.
The Alsace was shipped to Europe and Asia while customers
in the United States waited for their orders. The post-war depression had little effect on this company which produced a
medium-priced automobile, but Piedmont also failed to expand
its production. Probable reasons for Piedmont's going into
receivership in 1923 were: overstocking of parts, failure to
supply U. S. sales agencies, being too far away from source of
supplies, and the possibility of stock manipulations.
All three automobile companies were doomed to failure
when they located in an area that had a small population with
relatively low incomes and in a location too far away from
sources of steel and parts supplied by heavy industry.
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